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Territorial Engineer Ballinger Orders Succeeded By His Brother Fresh Out- Santa Fe in Midst of Denver and Rio
Grande to Build
Sullivan Approves Geological Survey
Progressive Imbreak of Fanaticism at Adana,
Line This Year
to Investigate
Followed by Massacre, Arson
provement
Applications
and Pillage Troops in
REPOflT
MANY
TU3ES

FUNGS

WILL

Revolt.

Legislation That is
of Especial Benefit to

No Startling Events at the Tariff
Gover-

Capitol Today
nor on a

Pic-Ni-

c.

Governor Curry took long enough
respite from his official duties to join
a party of Masons on an automobile
trip to the pueblo of Tesuque, nine
miles north of Santa Fe, over one of
the finest scenic roads out " of the Capital. '
Out of Quarantine.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
put in his appearance at the Capitol
again today after an absence of several days on account of the illness of
his son, who has recovered from an
attack of scarlatina. While the Jaffa
residence at 397 East Palace avenue,
will not be out of quarantine for several days yet, Secretary Jaffa, has
taKen every precaution and will not
live at his home until it is released.
Water Applications Approved.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan today approved four water rights
applications. The one of greatest
Importance Is that of George H. Webster, Jr., of Cimarron, Colfax county,
who was given the right to use fifteen
second feet of the Rayado river in
southern Colfax county for power pur.
poses. The water will be taken out
of the river in the hills, on the Urac-c- a
ranch of which Mr. Webster Is
the manager, and carried in eighteen
inch pipes for three and a half miles
on the south side of.; the, river over
the Uracca ranch and lands of J. L.
Abreu to the power house, assuring
a head of almost 2,000 feet ana developing 2,000 horse power to be carried by high voltage wires to Cimarother
ron, Dawson, Koehler and
points in Colfax county. The plant
will cost $45,000 and
an
impulse wheel. The project interferes with no irrigation rights as the
water will be discharged again into
the river. A company is about to be
organized to put through the project.
F.
The application of Christian
Harra, for the Hellyer ditch, taking
three and a half second feet out of
seven rivers in Eddy county, was
approved subject to prior rights.
About four hundred acres are to be
irrigated and a distributing reservoir
will be built.
C.
The - application of Benjamin
Kambo, Charles B. Erbacher, George
M. William of Silver City, for three
and a half second feet of the flood
waters of Cameron creek, Grant county, was approved, as was also the
application of Mrs. L. Wallace Holt,
for the transfer of certain of her
water rights from one tract of her
land to another tract which she has
sold and included In the Holt ranch
at Lakewood, Eddy county.
Notary Public Appointed.
Governor Curry today
appointed
"Walter G. Turley of Aztec, notary
public for San juan county.
District Court.
Judge John R. McFie was still oc- -cascupied with the Stevenson-Tru- e
There are three cases conhes, today.
solidated into one and involving land
holdings near Santa Clara, northern
Santa Fe county. On Saturday the
court officials will - leave for Taos
where court convenes on Monday.
--

wil'-iitf-l- ude

27. Abdul
Const ahtinople,
April
Hamid II has been deposed an Sultan
o the Turkish empire.
His succesNew Mexico.
sor is Mohammed Reschad Effendi,
his brother. The news of the deposition of Abdul Hamid and the selec27.
Secretary
April
Washington,
him
Ballinger of the Interior Department tion of his brother to succeed
excitement
caused
throughout
great
to
if
prevent
has determined
possible
Crowds began to
monopolistic or speculative interests Constantinople.
in
the
squares, thorprincipal
water
pow- gather
from securing control of
er sites aud has instructed the direc- oughfares, and around the Imperial
tor of the Geological Survey to in- Palace Yildiz in anticipation of the
vestigate such natural resources on proclamation of the new Sultan.
Sultan a Prisoner.
the public domain outside of the
National Forests, not included within
Constantinople, April 27. It is rewithdrawals for the reclamation pur- ported here that the Sultan has been
poses. The secretary will report his removed from the imperial palace
s
findings to Congress with recommen- Yildiz and conveyed across the
dations for legislative action.
to a point in Asiatic Turkey.
Where Republicans Benefit the Terri- Fresh Outbreaks at Adana.
Bos-phoru-

tones.
Suecial to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, April 27. X
withstanding the fight in the Senate
on the wool schedules of the tariff, it
is very likely tnat the Dingley rates
will be retained. That will bo worth
several million dollars to New Mexico and Arizona. The fight for free
trade in hides is iiKely to meet defeat and the Dingley rate of 15 per
cent is most likely to remain in the
bill. This again is worth a good deal
to the stockgrowers of the two terri
tories. Nor will the effort to place
coal on the free list succeed and the
Republicans will see to it that the
duty remains fifty cents per ton. This

situatTorr-i- s

critical.

Fifty

Turkuu-de-

RECEPTION
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Roosevelt and Son Takes a Trolley
Well Enough to Ride Through
Go Hunting
Lemon Groves
AUOS HELES

".

dis-nos-

Duncan Cooper arid son Robin were
Fentenced to twenty years for killing BIDDING
FOR THE
Sornier Senator Carmack. Both were
NEW WOOL CLIP
in" 1h court room accompanied
by
Mrs. Burch, daughter of Colonel Coop
er. After the court's decision the Prices at Boston Reign High and Buy
appeal bond was fixed.
ers are Eager for Western

Product.

More Than Two Hundred Witnesses
'
Will Be Heard at the Special
Session at Ada.
Ada, Okla., April 27. The special
grand jury ordered by Governor Haskell to Investigate the lynching on
.April 19, of James Miller, Jesse West,
Joseph Allen, and W. T. Burrell,
held for the murder of A. A. Bobbitt,
the cattleman, began' its sessions this
More than two hundred
morning.
witnesses will be heard,
t

The

ish officers have been arrested at
r
by their troops, and sent
It is fetfred
guard to Trebizond.
that this means the beginning of a
revolt of the provincial troops against
the Young Turk officers.
Quick Action.
Constantinople, April 27. A salute
of 101 guns proclaimed the fact that
Mohamed Reschad Effendi was now
the sovereign of the Ottoman empire. A written declaration of the
Sheikulislam,
authorizing the dethronement of Abdul Hamid, reached
the parliament house at 10 o'clock.
Five minutes later the parliament
pronounced the deposition of Abdul
Hamid, and at 10:50 o'clock, forty
minutes after receipt of the decision
of the head of the church by the na
tional assembly
invited Mohamed
Reschad
Effendi
to ascend the

SHSOT

committee on appropriations, talked
with Taft at the White House today
about plans for the Presidential trip
in rnn eh the west next summer. At
the conclusion, Tawney said he would
introduce a bill providing for $25,000
to be placed at the President s
as traveling expenses. Tawney
a false impression was
said
that
COOPERS REFUSED
afloat concerning his ideas about a
NEW TRIAL fund for the President but this was
because he thought the President
Father and Son Appear in Court Room was not serious in his desire to travel
Taft is particularly
Appeal Will be Taken to
extensively.
anxious to visit the territories in
Supreme Court.
Nashville, Tenn., April 27 Judge eluding Alaska and to. learn the pre
Hart today overruled a motion for a cise conditions there. Tawney said
new trial in the Cooper murder case he believed that the bill for an ap
without
pass
and an appeal was taken to the su- propriation would
trouble- preme court.

GRAND JURY IN.
VESTIGATES LYNCHING

27. There
April
Constantinople,
was a fresh outbreak of fanaticism
d murder last night at Adana ac
companied by looting and burning.

Adana has been telegraphed by Rev.
Holiert Adams Gibbons, a missionary:
"The Vilayet Adana has been visited
the last five days by the worst massacre in the history of the district. Terror is universal and the government
N unable
to check the disorders.
Adana has been the storm center.
Last; Wedne day morning the Armenians began closing their shops. An
Armenian and a Turk had heen killed
in the night and the corpses were
paraded
through their respective
quarters. The sight of the dead inflamed the people, and a crowd of
young Armenians began firing revolvers. We went to the telegraph office to summon the British consul
and while there a mob burst in and
killed two Armenians before us. The
Armenians went to their quarters on
the hill and
fortified themselves
against the Turks for two days. Adana
was hell. The bazaars were looted
and fired. There was continued shooting and killing in every part of the
town. Moslems from the 'neighboring
towns began pouring in, and Vaii
gave them arms alleging they were
Turkish soldiers."
New Sultan Proclaimed.
Constantinople, April 27. Mohamed Reschad Effendi was proclaimed
Sultan of Turkey at half past two
this afternoon.
Mohammed V. Proclaimed.
Constantinople, April 27. Mohammed Effendi was proclaimed as Mohammed V. Among those under arrest under orders of the military dictatorship are Prince Sabah Eddine,
nephew of the oultan, and a member
of his family.
Found Unconscious in Harem.
London, April 27. A disnatch frnm
.Constantinople to a news agency,
ays rumors are current in the Turkish capital that Abdul Hamid is dead.
Troops are said to have taken him
from the Palace last night and found
him unconscious in the inner room
of the Harem.

beneficial to New Mexico and Arizona. With the Panama
canal completed, millions of tons of
coal will be needed at Los Angeles
and California for coaling the warships and New Mexico and Colorado
will furnish that coal. Some parts
of the 'ountry are making a decided
effortto place iiimber'on the tree list
but the" duty of $1.50 and more per
throne.
thousand fet. will be retained. This
Armenians Started the Trouble.
Mex
Is again worth millions to New
Constantinople, April 27. The fol
Arizona.
ico and
account of the murders at
lowing
Carnegie, Schwab and other steel
kings are working tooth and nail for
free .iron ore for they own rich
mines in Cuba and in Spain, but a
GAZELLE
FOR
Republican Congress will insist upon
which
on
again
iron ore,
a fair duty
is worth large sums to New Mexico.
There will be a fair duty on fruits
and this too will redound to the benefit of the territories.
Delegate Anhis party
with
drews is working hard
for the retention of these duties on
these raw materials and his success,
of course, as Indicated above, will
mean vast sums in the pockets of
raisers,
New Mexico miners, stock
fruit growers and business men.
Hon. Joseph W. Babcock is Dead.
27 Former
April
Washington,
Representative Joseph W. Babcock,
of Wisconsin, for fourteen years a IN CAMP AT PEASE RANCH LUST DAY
member of Congress and many years
chairman of the Republican Congressional committee, died this morning.
Small Pox Among Porters Visitors Pleased With PatrioTaft Anxious to Come West.
Has Been Stamped
Washington, April 27. Representatic Songs by School
tive Tawney, chairman of the House
i'i especially

Boston, Mass., April 27. The local
wool market is strong and business,
in bidding for the new clip.
The greatest; activity is in Wyoming,
Montana, and western Idaho wools.
of
It is estimated that
the Montana clip has been contracted
cents has
for. As high as 231-been paid for this. Foreign wools
are strong and active with Australian
and South American grades in the
greatest demand. . The former supplies are attracting the greatest attention probably by reason of the
large offerings, but the latter are sell-ic- g
fiteadily.
tw-thir-

.

2

TAOS

NEW-STRUG-

Out.

Children.

Los Angeles, April 27. The last
day of the celebration in honor of
the visit of the Japanese squadron
In command of Admiral Ijichi, began
today and will continue until midnight. At seven this morning the admiral and forty of his officers went
for a trolley ride through the lemon
and orange groves of Azusa where
the Japanese were photographed in
every pose as they plucked the fruit
aud engaged in the celebration. Hundreds of school children gave welcome by singing patriotic songs which
the Pease ranch especially pleased the admiral.
the caravan will
tomorrow mornparty decided VAN VL1SS1NGEN

Nairobi, April 27. Roosevelt and
rehis sou Kermit had sufficiently
covered today from the fatigue resulting from the first hunting trip
and journey from Kapiti Plains to the
ranch of Sir Alfred Pease, to go
shooting 'this morning for small game.
They were successful in bagging a
grant's gazelle and a Hartebeeste.
All members of the party are busy
today sorting baggage and preparing
to go out on extended expeditions.
Part of the Roosevelt camp was al-

ready established at
and the remainder of
move to this point
ing.. The Roosevelt
to remain a week at the Pease ranch
IMPLICATES OTHERS
and a number of cases of stores were
sent for this purpose. The smallpox Made a
Confession Four Years Beamong the porters 'In the expedition
He Acknowledged His
fore
Is entirely checked.
Guilt in Public.
.

GOVERNMENT AFTER
HARRIMAN MONOPOLY
Taking of Testimony In Case to Dissolve Railroad Trust Began Today at Salt Lake.
Salt Lake, Utah, April 27. The
taking of testimony in the suit
brought by the federal government to
dissolve the alleged combination between the railroads comprising the
Harriman system and other western
roads for the purpose of suppressing
the competition west of the Mississippi river began today.

Chicago, April 27. Peter Van Vlis
sengen, a real estate broker, who last
winter confessed to forgeries aggre
gating more than a million and who
now is serving an indeterminate sentence at Joliet. testified in the bankruptcy court' today that the confession he made last winter was antedated four years by a confession
made to Maurice Rosenfeld, and Berboth
nard Rosenburg,
prominent
Jewish capitalists. He said he sold
them forged commercial paper for
$400,000.
They declined his offer of
a public confession and demanded
their money: He said he paid them
$250,000 by selling the same forged
'
paper a second time.

COUNTYJO

BE DIVIDED

Architects, Contractors and Great Development Plans for
Workmen batisfying City's
Northern New Mexico
Demand for Growth
Under Consideration
Since the completion of the Woman's Board of Trade library, a beautiful brick structure on Washington avenue, Santa Fe has been enjoying a building boom that would bring
pride to the heart of the citizens of
any place. The new improvements
have been following each other in
such quick succession that it is really hard to keep track of all of them.
Recently the splendid new armory
building was completed at a cost of
nearly fifteen thousand and is now in
the hands of the Armory Board of
Control. On May the fifteenth
the
new Elks' opera house will be completed and turned over to the committee in charge ready for use. Yesterday a large first class moving picture machine was ordered and as
soon as the building is ready, nightly
picture shows will be given.
Yesterday ground was broken for
the new $10,000 residence of Dr. J. A.
Massie, on the corner of Lincoln and

"The Denver and Rio Grande Rail
road lias completed the final survey
for a standard gauge line from Fort
Garland, Colorado, to Questa, Taos
county, and I expect the road to bo
built by September 1," said George B.
Paxton of Red River, Taos county,
who is in the city for a few days. At

present the engineers

are

running

lines to lower the grade over La Veta
pass, Later they will survey the line
from Questa to Taos and thence to
Embudo, where it will connect with
the present Antonito-SantFe line,
which will be standard gauge in the
course of a few years, at the same time
changing its route into Santa Fe so as"
to come via Tesuque instead of Buck-ma- n
hill. This will mean a great Impetus for the development of northern
Santa Fe and Taos counties.
Mr. Paxton, has great faith in the
future of northern Taos county. His
irrigation proposition on the Red
river is an assured success and 45,000
The building is to acres in the Sunshine
Marcy avenues.
valley will be
be a two story structure thoroughly
under ditch. It is the plan,
brought
modern and
It will con- some time this summer, to have an
tain eleven large rooms.
auction day of lands, similarly to the.
Foundations have been commenced plan adopted in the development of
on three houses which have been
tracts of land in Colorado, and
contracted for by Miguel Chaves, G. large
the Costilla grant, whose
especially
A. Dahlgren has the work in charge
development is one of the factors
The houses are tojie modern brick which has decided the Denver and
residences. Two are on Capitol street Rio Grande Railroad to build Its
and one on Galisteo street. In the standard
gauge branch from Fort
same neighborhood, within a short
Garland to Questa at once.
time, X. Salmon will begin work on
Mr. Paxton says that 30,000 horse
the construction of eighteen modem power are flowing to waste in the
brick cottages.
Work on the Gover- streams of Taos
comity. In connecnor's mansion has been "going , on tion with his
Red River Sunshine
b'g
steadily and workmen are now engag- Valley project there will also be a
ed in papering the rooms of that palaTaos county is
power proposition.
tial structure. Within a short time one of the best watered counties of
the mansion will be in readiness for the
Territory and lias about a score
occupation. Work is also progressing of perennial streams that never run
nicely on the Capitol extension. The dry.
new Santa Fe depot is now well unMr. Paxton is also actively interestder roof and makes a very at- ed in mines. Considerable work is betractive appearance.
ing done by him on the Enterprise at
Dr. Charles 'A. Wlieeion'
hand ; Anchor, nnrtli nf RpH river and few
some brick cottage on Easl Palace lil(ls
past nf 0PR,a This -- .,
avenue is under roof, and several
was ,n.
dep RreRt (1fflt.ultieSi a
other local res dents are planning tojBtap( wnlch takcg cnre mull)
of lhe water
mum nomes tnis summer.
j ,
th0 lcf) fo()t Bhaft eaM, by
Delegate W H. Andrews has prom-,half an hom. ln the mornlng and.
ised to push through in December nn!hulf
The
ull hour iu the evening.
appropriation for a $100,000 Federal, 0,.e body ,g lBrRe and the ore free
building in this city, aud to crown
that lt can be treated on
all, the Scottish Rite Masons wiU(the
d, ExtenBlve copper ore
a magnificent $200,000 Temple.
gfg and many other promising mines
U
een )UmiasGa in
the Red river and Anchor districts
on Washington avenue.
The Com m i,omm
imnuii.tei
mercial Club will probably start on
completion of the line to
thp
s proposed Santa Fe club building;1
t
d ft hort spur into the min-thi- s
Q
s
.
fall, and the firemen and the ,
city on a city hall and fire station.
Mr. Paxton expects that within two
On College street Antonio Valdez
so many new settlers will have
years
is erecting a modern residence which
come into northern Taos county, that
will have seven spacious rooms.
Plans have been received for the 'the time will be ripe for the organlzation of a new county, with the county
building of a large thirty thousand aeat
at the new town which will
dollar building
on San Francisco j
into life in the center of the
spring
street opposite the warehouse of
summer.
Leo Hersch the grain man. The Sunshine valley this
successful worker
a
is
Mr.
Paxton
building is to be built by Mrs. Joseph
and the New
Mexican, and the
Hersch and will be three stories high.
Fe in general,
of
Santa
The lower floor will be used as ware people
much
are
therefore,
pleased
rooms while the upper floors will
to learn,
that he intends to
serve as living apartments.
Charles Haspelniath on the south of make Santa Fe his headquarters and
will
the Plaza, has started to build two home next winter from which he
. .,
huge bowling alleys in the rear oft.
, '
,
,v
his business block. The alleys will
In
immediate
vicinity
thig
face on Water street and will be enterprises
which he is contemplating.
modern.
To
thoroughly
this end no
expense is being spared.
The American School of Archae- SETTLING COAL
ology will soon take possession of the
MINERS' DISPUTE
old Palace building and the same will
shortly after be restored to its pristine form of architecture. This work Agreement Will Be Reached at Meetwill mean very much to Santa Fe as
ing to Be Held in Philadelphia
on Thursday.
the appearance of the building will
be greatly changed for the better and
will lend charm to the
Scranton, Pa., April 27. An agreesurrounding
ment between the anthracite mine
neighborhood.
The thirty thousand dollar brick owners and the, workers will be
dormitory of St. Catherine's Indian signed at a meeting to be held in
School has been completed and is Philadelphia on Thursday unless all
convenready to be turned over by the con- plans fail. The
tractor.
tion will meet tomorrow and is exLeo. Hersch 's new cottage on Wash- pected will ratify the proposition
ington avenue is almost completed, made by the operators and already
making the eighth new modern cot- ratified by the committee of the mintage in the space of one block on the ers. The agreement provides for a
Fort Marcy Reservation, and which three year renewal of the old agreeincludes
the
Schumann,
Bean, ment with a few concessions to the
Ooutchy, Reingardt, Hersch, Massie miners.
Lowitzkl and Nuding cottage, all completed or begun within the past year REGULAR QUARTERLY
'
DIVIDEND ON STEEL.
or so.
t$?Jf
The foundations are in for the new
New York, April 27. A regular
$75,000 sanitarium for the Sisters of quarterly dividend of 1
per cent
on preferred stock and one-haCharity.
per
The plans for the new thirty-fiv- e
cent on common stock was declared
today by directors of the U. S. Steel
(Continued On Page ElgMJ
corporation.
a
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The Bio Store
Merchant Tailoring
Department ls 110W
running in a
shape. This is the
first chance that Santa
Fe ever had for our
customers to come into
our up to date store
and pick the woolens
right from stock, cut
and made and pasted
on a man's shoulders
and fitted from the
bottom of pants to top
of coat, and finished
with best of workmanship, living, and best
of style that money
can buy. Our cutter,
Mr. Synfy, is not only
a
tailor, but
an expert designer of
his profession and he
ls always ready and

THE DAILY

UP.

in

Come in fancy if you will,
Till we see the sunlight gliding,'
All the line of purple hill;
See the fields that grace the liillside
Smiling in the morning breeze '
Read the tale of life's renewal
In the verdure of the trees.
Gushing wells of purest water
Catch the sunlight in their spray,
Forming rainbows, ever changing
With the humor of the day.
Surely never fairer vista
Opened to the eye of man,
Than lies smiling from the
To the
Capitan!
snow-crowne-

to aid you to
get the latest cut and
style, as he is familiar
with all the latest designs. We have done
with
Eastern
away
profits which we used
to pay and charge to
Now
our customers.
you only pay our profit, which is not half as
much as it used to be.
Come right along, this
department is to stay
and serve you for all

M. BORN

WANAMAKER

1

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
On motet, diamonds and Jewelry as ow as $10 and a hifh m IJ08.
Loans are itrictlr nrivate. Time one month to or jer. Rates are
Call and see us before borruwlni.
reasonable.

WILL CURE
RHEUMATISM CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAIN'S, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Friodel, Dallas, Tex.
writes : "I uoo Ballard' s Snow

itora

up-to-d-

ii

101.

Santa Fa.

3E

"

1

3

3 CARS FLOUR 3
Jersey Cream
Imboden Imperial
Pansy

lV

lvmi

Imperial Whole Wheat
Graham
Corn Meal

I

WE CONTROL ABOVE BRANDS OF FLOUR for SANTA FE

Co.
6rocery
Winter
Plaza, Santa Fe.

on fire by his rubbing doth that he
was cleaning with the fluid. This is
I
15,
:1
Am.nA1
Ule IOU1U1 lire Ulell Ula uwuiitu en.
in
two
years, caused by
Albuquerque
cloth.
for
cleaning
gasoline
using
Good Roads Word at Albuquerque
The Duke City is expending several
thousand dollars on its road from the
depot to the University. Over 11,000
feet of excavating has been done on
Central avenue and fourteen teams are
busy taking the surplus dirt to other
parts of the city where it is being used
to fill up streets.
New Court House for Chaves County The board, of county commission
ers of Chaves County has placed it-- 1
self on record in favor of a new court
house at Roswell to cost from $125,000
A bond issue to that
to $150,000.
amount is proposed, but no formal ac- tion will be taken unless a petition
for a new structure is presented by
the taxpayers of the county. The pres-- '
ent structure is too small and the

Telephone

No. 40

of

FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
b:

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

S. Spitz

JEWELER

"I have been troubled with a chronic
cold and bronchitis tor a long time
and have tried many remedies without
finding relief. Through the kind suggestion of a friend 1 tried Vinol, and
after taking four bottles, am entirely
cured." A. H. Wilde, 733-StAvenue,
Minneapolis, Minn.
147 W. Conerpsa
MCUonald.
; a.
St. Paul, Minn., writes: "I contracted a severe cold last winter and
thought I would never get rid of it. I
tried Vinol as a last resort, and it has
completely cured me."
Vinol combines
two world-fame- d
tonics, the healing, medicinal properties of cod liver oil and tonic Iron,
palatable and agreeable to the
weakest stomach. For this reason,
Vinol is unexcelled as a strength-buildfor old people, delicate chiln
dren, weak and
persons, after sickness and for Chronic Coughs,
Colds and Bronchitis.

0

1

WARNER BROS
MENDEL'S
IRON CLA.D
STETSON

Corsets
Ladies Waists
Hosiery
Hats
Trunks & Suit Cases

run-dow-

S

PRE SCRIP

We Carry Only Reliable Lines in Every Department
POBox

FOR

291.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone36:

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

VICTOR

AGENTS

Is Pore Complete Than Ever
DENVER, COLO
MAY

20 TO JUNE

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED

1

Wright & Ditson Tennis Ball

$21.10
17th 18th and

Sale May

Oq

19th. Return
31st. 1909.

limit Oct.

rate will alao be used for
Summer Tourist business
June 1st. and ou sale
dully after that date.

I

vv

This
j

HARDWARE CO.

j

TRY OUR
ALL THE WAY

Gr

oil

ffalfalea

Also Good iot Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Pood
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flonr, Hay,

LEO

Grain, Potatoes,

KM

CO.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE-

d
Lumber we are
is the
DIAMONDS
now offeiing to the trade. It ls well
grown, thoroughly dried and properly
cut material for all building purposes.
PRICES
Every architect who knows that our RIGHT
a
is
satis
is
into
Lumber
job
going
RIGHT GOODS
well-seasone-

fled

that the materials are all right.

And though best In quality, we are Eyes Tested and

leally lowest in price.

C. W. Dtfcfoow

n ONS

346 San

H C. VOWTZ
of
MnviictTari
..
.

-

WATCHES

V'

RIGHT SERVICE:

.

.

Fitted

By

JEWERELY

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND

SILVERWARE.

Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N. M.

knowledge and care in the selection of ingredients which go into
Prescriptions and science in compounding Jthem. In case of sickness
which is more important, that the prescription be filled by a "cheap"
drunoist or by a good druggist?

je use

Kid Gloves

h

STRIPLING-BURROW-

r

Men's Shoes
Ladies and Childrens Shoes

OUR STOCK IN THIS LINE

After Other Remedies Fail

er

UAIIllFACTURER

GEO G. SNOW
UTZ & DUNN,

the

The Lumber of the Season.

COLDS AND BRONCHITIS

Ap SEC

it

TREFOUSSE& Co.

VINOL CORES CHRONIC COUGHS,

CALL

Boys CiotMiii

General Assembly

.
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Shirts

aii

YfiiiDI Mens

V

A B, C.

Liniment for my family. It
is the best Liniment made.
It relieves burns and scalds.'
25c, 50c and $1.00

land-

)

j

NATHAN SALMON.
rnont

Mini

j

at SALMON Store

Francisco street.
The largest and the only

MONARCH )
CLUETT f

BAll.ARD'8 SNOW
LINIMENT

mark,

the time to come. Ear lier vou come the bet
select your choice before the best
numbers are picked out.

5an

every

Mess Mafle to Drfler

BROWN

HARVARD
KANT WEAR OUT
HERCULES

Why ruffes with

Till his length of life be over,
Oft recalls the paths he traveled
Though he treads those paths no
Ballard Snow Liniment Co la
more.
ST. LOUIS, MO.,
Dear Artesia, ever upward
Be thy progress, strong and true!
In the fight for right, forever,
Sold and Recommended by
May no failure come to you!
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
May the God of men and nations
Guard, with
Hand,
sums in
From the waves that bring destruc- county pays annually large
rent
for county officers.
tion
When men buildeth on the sand.
The old fashioned way of dosing a
Pecos Texas.
LENA G. HEATH,
weak stomach, or stimulating the
In the Artesia Advocate.
heart or kidneys is all wrong. Dr.
Shoop first pointed out this error.
Freak Lamb Fernandez Armijo, of This
is
why his prescription Dr.
Los Corrales, Bernalilo county, has a
Siioop's Restorative is directed enfreak lamb, which has eight legs, four
tirely to the cause of these ailments,
ears, two bodies and two tails but only the weak inside or
controlling nerves.
one head. The lamb died soon after It isn't so
difficult, says Dr. Shoop,
birth.
to strengthen a weak stomacL, heart
'
Death of Daniel Ortega Daniel Or- or kidneys, ij! one goes at it correctly.
tega, an expert wool and hideman, for- -' Each inside organ has its controling
merly of Las Vegas, died of pneumo or inside nerve. When these nerves
nia, at Albuquerque yesterday, at the fail then those organs must surely
age of 28 years. Interment was made ialter. These vital truths are leadtoday at Las Vegas. Three sisters and ing druggists everywhere to dispense
two brothers survive.
and recommend Dr. Shoop's RestoraE. J. Parker Waives Hearing E. J. tive. Test it a few days, and see!
Parker arrested at Trinidad, Colo- Improvement will promptly and surely
rado, for taking a team belonging to fellow. Sold by Stripling, Burrows &
an Albuquerque livery man and sell- Co.
ing it at Springer, waived a hearing at
Albuquerque yesterday and was sent
to jail in default of $800 bail.
Old Gasoline Story J. R. Palmer,
tvag badly burned by gasoline at Al-,- j

ter to

Win. FAR AH

with

&
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FRED KAUFFMANN

Fair Artesia, thriving city,
Not for greatness art thou dear!
We have marked thy swift progression
With the eye of pioneer,
close-linke-

Bros. Co.

jjjjeligman

We Represent the Following Well Known Lines.

willing

Who,

'"411

v

Wholesale anfl Retail Dry Roofls

Xow the city has awakened,
Pass with me along the street,
Hear the words of kindly greeting
From the lips of those we meet
Know the fervency of friendship
In the touch of clasping hand
All that makes this life worth living
In this wondrous stranger-land- .

I

W

IH

Artesia,

fnot-hill-

Incorporated 1903

Established 1856.

ARTESIA.

It is morning

first-clas- s

first-clas- s

ROUND
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SANTA FE3 N. M.

Method

IK'S P1IEY
PHONE NO. 213

TUESDAY, APRIL 27, 1909.
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Chamberlain's Has the Preference.
Mr. Fred C. Hanrahan, a prominent
druggist of Portsmouth, Va., eays:
"For the past six years I have sold
and recommended Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Dlarrheoa Remedy. It
is a great remedy and one of the
Ik st patent medicines on the market.
handle some others for the same
purposes that pay me a larger profit,
Init. this remedy is so sure to effect a
mre, and my customer so certain to
appreciate my recommending It to
him, that I give it the preference."
for sale by all druggists.
1

GET TO USING
THE

Best

Are The

They

For all Coughs and Colds,
Diarrhoea, both in children and
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
Stomach Complaints.
There is no more efficient
Liniment and Medicated Oil
than the INTERNATIONAL.

If you have backaclie and urinary
tioubles you should take Foley's Kidney Remedy to strengthen and build
up the kidneys so they will act properly, as a serious kidney trouble may

Solely, Byl

INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
OF NEW MEXICO.

Central

f

and

d

Medicine!

Compounded
THE

J

Doan's

The seals and record books for notaries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing Company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for incopo-ratecompanies are also handled.
Call at or address the New Mexican
Pinting Company, Santa Fe, N. M.

For Sale by all Druggists and
in

OFFICIAL MATTERS

Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens Can
Tell You All About It.
Home endorsement, the public ex- pression of Santa Fe people, should
be evidence beyond dispute for every
Santa Fe reader. Surely the experience of friends and neighbors, cheerfully given by them, will darry more
weight than the utterances of strangers residing In faraway places. Read
tho following:
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin street,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "The use of
Doan'3 Kidney Pills in my case
brought relief from a disorded condition of my kidneys that had troubled
me for some time. I suffered from a
dull, heavy ache in the small of my
back, the attacks always being aggravated by colds and in addition to this,
I was often distressed by headaches
and dizzy spells. My attention was
fiist called to Doan's Kidney Pills
about three years ago and I procured
a box at Stripling and Burrows' drug
store. Their use proved that the
claims made for them were genuine.
Off and on since whenever occasion
has required, I have used Doan's Kidney Pills and the quick and positive
relief always obtained warrants myi
high opinion of them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milbur- n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

States.
Remember the name
take no other.

These remedies can be found!

Dealers

HOME ENDORSEMENT.

New Mexico

Sold by all druggists.

develop.

FORD MODEL T CARS 1

ROADSTER

&

TOURING CARS

If

you are interested in a 5 passenger touring car or a 3, passenger Hoadster, do not buy a car until you have inspected our
IWd Models. The wonderful performances of this car over Xew
Mexican roads should remove all doubt as to which car you should
buy. Santa Fe to Las Vegas 4 hours, 40 minutes, carrying three
passengers and 200 pounds luggage.
Los Cerrillos and return over mountain roads 52 miles on high
f

EARL MAYS,
E. Palace Ave.
Santa Fe, N. M.

call Upon

Lease on Hearst Mine A. Ownes
has taken a lease on the Hearst shaft
at Piuos Altos, Grant county, and
started work this week.
Coal Mine Near Carrizozo The Cliff
coal mine seven miles south of Carrizozo, Lincoln county, is to be worked
on a large scale this summer. H. S.
Campbell, Ira O. AVetniore and others
are interested in the property.
White Oaks District A la rue number of niinesare to be patented in the
White Oaks district, Lincoln county,
this year. Sonic of the old mines,
including the Wild Cat Mining Company's property, are being worked
with a small force.
Vera Cruz Mine The Vera Cruz
mine at Nogal, Lincoln county,
is
running a small force, and alter many
failures, is turning out the yellow
metal in quantities. The gold, which
Is fine and of the leaf variety, occurs
in seams in the talc and decomposed
rock, and under the old process partly
escaped in the tailings and slime, but
now, under the cyanide process, 95
per cent is saved.
Stephenson-Bennet- t
in Trouble
Forty-fivmechanics' liens were filed
at Oragainst the Stephenson-Bennet- t
gan, Dona Ana county, on last Saturday. The mine has been shipping concentrates steadily and the grade of
ore has been good, but the workmen
have refused to wait longer for their
wages.
Will Start Cyanide Plant Plans are
being completed by the Enterprise
Mining Company to start up its dry
crushing cyaniding plant at Cooney,
Socorro county, about May 1, giving
employment to many men.
Work on La Plata Coal Mines T.
H. O'Brien and J. M. O'Brien and
ten men have resumed development
work on the coal mines at La Plata,
San Juan county.
Work was suspended four years ago, upon the government filing contests against the
coal entries, but now that these having been adjusted, it is believed that
development work will be prosecuted
in earnest and that the Southern Pacific Railroad will at once build its
proposed line from the south into the
coal field.
After New Mexico Coal Lands The
Delaware and Lackawanna Railroad
is after the Oseuro coal fields in Lincoln and Socorro
counties.
The
men interested some time ago acquired the iron prospects near Capitan
and are also quietly buying up cop
per, gold, lead and silver prospects in
that same part of" the Territory. A
big smelter is being discussed
by
them.
Mining on Mescalero Reservation
Since the greater part of the Mescalero Apache Indian Reservation was
incorporated into the Alamo Forest.
Reserve, a month ago, there has been
increased mining, activity in that section of New Mexico and a number of
prospects have been staked. Copper
and silver indications are abundant.
There are also rich deposits of asbestos In the district which are
e

being-developed-

gear, 2 hours and 3 minutes.
Climbing Fort Marcy and Tesuque Hill on high gear.

For Demos tration

New Mexico Military Institute

FORD AGENCYD

At White Signal, Grant County.
Brownwell Bros, some time ago purchased a group of five claims from
the Jeffords and have recently increased their holdings" by the purchase of 12 more claims' from the
same people for $12,000. On the first
group is a body of ore that is said
to run from 12 to 13 per cent copper
and 20 ounces silver. At a depth of
100 feet the vein is 150 feet. Machinery is being installed and a
smelter is being erected to treat the
ores at the mine. A new shoot was
recently opened by J. T. James on
his new Taft claim, 4
miles southeast of here. W, P. Sellers and associates recently shipped eight tons of
ore to the El Paso smelter that re30-to- n

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

2

OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

A

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete

V

JTil

College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
C'vil and .. Electrical Engineering and it Household
Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and AgriculEco-nomic-

s.

ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.

For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

'

0JQ CALIEJITB ffOT SPlUflGS.
These celebrated Hot .Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles
and
of Taos,
north of Santa
fifty
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, fron which point a
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
Bar-anc- o

the richest alkalln Hot Springs in the
world, The efficiency of these waters
has been thoroughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to" In the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc.

Board, lodging and bath$2.5
per day; $15 per week; $ 50
ing
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
:
the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
, very a dry and delightful
year round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort is attracious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
valids, and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
These waters1 contain 1,626.24 trains same day. For further particulars
v of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address;
.

-

',

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Oja Call

nl,

Proorietdr.

Tao i County .N M

Survey Approved.
The surveyor general has approved
the following survey: No. i:!07 All;
Carbonate King group, consisting of
Carbonate King, Carbonate King 2,
and Carbonate King M. S.; situate in
the Big Hatchet Mining District,
Grant county; application made by
Jo K. Sheridan; survey made by R. L.
Powel, deputy of the surveyor general's ollice.
Examination in Forestry Service.
An examination
in
for positions
the forestry service to be held on
June 16 has been announced by the
United States civil service commission, as there are a number of vacancies to be filled since the recent forest reserve policy of the administration has been put into effect. There
are several hundred
stadifferent
tions all over the west where new
men are necessary to carry on the
work.
The positions in the forestry service pay from $N0() to $1,200 a year
and are much in demand because of
the pleasant character of the work.
The examinations will be held at the
principal cities of California, Montana n, Arizona, New Mexico, Oregon,
I'tah, South Dakota, Washington,
Oregon and Colorado. All candidates
in
for positions will be examined
I spelling,
arithmetic, penmanship, let
ter writing and stenography.
Rules for Sanitation of Schools.
Superintendent of Public Instruc- turn J. E. Clark today sent out the
following circular to local school au

ROSWELL,

"The West Point

Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLAisS

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
location
amount of open air work.
of any Military School In the Union. Located
n tho beautiful Pecog Valley
the garden
of 3,700
an
of
West
elevation
the
at
spot
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittle rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers, and Instructors, all graduea tern colleges. Ten
ates from stardard
furnished,
heated, lighted
buildings, throughly
and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A

Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. IA. W. WILLSON,

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen'years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women.
It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respec- tive departments. Its students are yearly increasing

thorities:
Air.
neces-

eat.
Clean your teeth after each meal
and before going to bed.
Never hold money, pencils, pins, or
other things in your mouth.
Never lick your fingers while turning the pages of a book or counting
money.
All children should observe the preceding rules, both for their own sake
and for the sake of others. They

are necessary safeguards against
er dangerous diseases besides
Nearly all children's
sumption.
eases are infectious.

in

numbers.

VE SCHOOLS

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

TTNXV

BRSITY

at reasonable rates
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

All

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

LIVERY STABLE

othcondis-

Read the pain formula on the box
of Pink Pain Tablets. Then ask your
turned $3,275.50.
doctor if there is a better one. Pain
Grant
blood pressure
Lordsburg,
County The rceans congestion,
Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
Lordsburg Mining and Reduction somewhere.
Company, which is operating the old Tablets check head pains, womanly
Viola mine, will soon erect a 100-topains, pain anywhere. Try one, and
leaching and concentrating plant and see! 20 for 23c. Sold by Stripling,
will do some, custom
work. Some Burrows & Co.
high-grad- e
silver ore is being developed New York and Philadelphia
NOTICE.
people are negotiating for the purfor bids for the conAdvertisement
chase of the Robert E. Lee property.
house at Santa
court
a
It is said that if the deal is closed struction of
Mexico.
New
the property w.t be extensively de- Fe,
Sealed bids for the furnishing and
veloped. .The North American Copmaterials
per Company of Williamsport, Penn- delivery of the necessary
constructhe
for
labor
required
sylvania, has acquired the Nellie Bly and
Santa
at
Fe,
House
Court
tion
a
of
and
will
soon
and
mine
silver
copper
New Mexico, in strict accordance with
start sinking a new 1,000 foot shaft.
The Sutton Concentrating Mining plans, specifications and instructions
Company of Shamokin, Pennsylvania, to bidders, which may be examined at
has started wonc on the Malachite the office of the probate clerk and
mine and is sinking a 600 foot shaft.
recorder of the County of
After this a 500 foot crosscut will be Santa Fe, or by calling upon I. H. Rapp
run. The Bonnie Mining Company Arcifect, Santa Fe, New Mexico, will
has secured and is now operating the be received by the Board of County
Miners', Chest property, A 6 to 8 Commissioners of the County of Sanfoot vein of "pinhead'' copper ore is ta Fe until noon on the 30th day of
being developed on the '85 property. April, 1909. The contract for the conLarge specimens of native copper are struction of said Court House will be
found.
.j-i
t
let to the lowest responsible bidder,
H.
Knibbe,
generChag.
Orogrande
but the right to reject any or all of
al manager of the Wachusett Mining said bids is hereby reserved. Said
Company of Oro Grande, states that a sealed olds will be addressed to I.
power plant consisting of a hoist, air Sparks, Chairman of the Board of
compressor and air drills, is to be in- County Commissioners, Santa Fe, N.
stalled at once on the Harvey group of
mines.
By order of the Board of County
Commissioners of the County of San
A Healing Salve for Burns, Chapped ta Fe.
Hands and Sore Nipples. .
Attest: GEO. W. ARMIJO,
As a healing salve for burns, sores,
Clerk.
(Seal)
sore nipples and chapped ,hands
Chamberlain's Salve is most excelThe New Mexican cas do printing
lent. It allays the pain of a burn
almost instantly and unless the In- equal to that done in any of the large
jury is very severe, heal3 the parts cities.- - Oiir solicitor, every piece of
without leaving a scar. 'Price, 25 Work we turn out. Try our stock once
cents. For sale by all druggists.
and you will certainly come again.
We have all the facilities for turning
If you want anything o& earth try out every class of work, Including one
In the West
of the
a New Mexican want "ad."

Kifcjicaasa

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

;

sary to good health.
Cold or damp fresh air does no
harm if the skin is kept warm.
Night air is as good as day air.
Breathe only through your nose.
Avoid hot, crowded, dusty, dark or
damp rooms.
Breathe deeply and throw back the
shoulders frequently".
Food.
Live on plain food and eat regularly.
Eat slowly, chew thoroughly, aud
avoid fried food.
Drink water freely (not iced).
Have your own cup if drinking
fountains are not provided at school.
Exercise and Rest.
Regular exercise is essential to
good health.
Go to bed early and sleep with the
windows open.
Never sleep in a damp bed.
Clothing.
Wear loose clothes.
Wear no more clothing than you
need for warmth.
Never sit with wet feet or in damp
clothing.
Cleanliness.
Consumption and other diseases
are spread by careless spitting.
Si ittle on the floors of rooms, halls,
stores and cars will certainly be
breathed in the form of dust.
Keep clean. Wipe and dry the
body quickly every day.
Keep your finger nails clean, and
wash your hands and face before you

Superintendent.

V

I

Fresh air and sunshine are

NEW MEXICO.
of the Southwest."

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BIJ66IES, SURRIES. HACKS

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9

n

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

CE3AS. CLOSSOft!.

--

A.-PVpjegelberg-

527 San

Inaian

at iilcao

Hares

m Ms

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
r- Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

-.-

best-binderi-

Francisco Street

GREAT SLAUGHTER
FROM
NOW

UNTIL
CLOSE
OUT

!
V

EVERYTHING
IN THE LINE OF WINTER GOODS

SUCH AS

Ladies' Cloaks, and
Skirts, Men's Youths
and Boys Suits etc.
WILL

KK SOLD BKLOW COST

PLEASE
CALL
AND
CONVINCE

YOURSELF

ADOLF SELIGHAN DRY GOODS CO.
ii
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

that at enormous cost, for the daily
ddition exceeds 10,000. Denver publishes a paper called "Municipal
Facts" which is paid for by the city.
San Francisco and other towns are
printing at their own expense papers
that, inform the taxpayers on all the
doings of the city councils, boards of
supervisors arid that in addition to the
legal notices required by the law to be
inserted in all other daily newspapers of the community. Says the Municipal Journal and Engineer;
"We have, within the past few
mouths, been pleased to comment favorably upon the publications issued by
the city governments of San Francisco and Denver, and are pleased to
note that several other cities are following their good example in placing
before the citizens official records giving in detail a statement of what the
city is doing, the letting and progress
of contracts, and other information to
which the citizen is entitled and which
will inform him how the money which
he contributes as taxes is spent."
This is' not. merely, a mutter of $9 a
column to let the taxpayers "know what
is being done with their money, but
the expenditure of thousands of, dollars, but dollars well spent for no reas-- '
onable citizen objects to the cost of
publicity, rather insists upon official
publicity. Some day, New Mexico, too,
will be educated up to the
point,
where every tax payer will acknowledge that such publicity is not only
desirable, but needed, especially in
this Territory.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHrR8.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,

Entered as Second Clam Matter

FRANK

P. STURGES,
t.

Secretary-Treasurer-

.

at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
13.76

Daily, six montus, by mall

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
I .20
Daily, per week, by carrier
per year
75 Weekly,
Daily, per monta, by carrier
months
six
65 Weekly,
xally, per month, by mail
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mall
OFFICIAL

1. 00
1.00
76

PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is tho oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
Tory postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
of the Southwest.
3ong ,he intelligent and progressive people
UNION

WHERE SANTA FE EXCELS.

gradually being, better understood that Santa Fe despite its, southern location, is the coolest snot In
:

It. is

summer to be found in the Southwest.
Last summer, for instance, the highest temperature recorded was -- 88 degrees; the summer before 87 degrees.
But it is less well known that in winter, the temperature does not get as
cold as at points four thousand feet
lower and two hundred miles farther
south. Last year, the minimum at no
time reached zero. The minimum for
the past thirty-fivyears was sixteen
degrees higher than the minimum recorded at Roswell. for instance, during
the nast four years. Cool in summer,
therefore, and not subject to extreme
cold in winter, Santa Fe is the ideal
health resort of the
Continent.
This is borne out by the U. S.
Weather Bureau report for March
1909, which has just reached the New
Mexican's editorial table. The following was the minimum temperature recorded during the month at several
points widely apart in the Territory:
12 degress
Santa Fe
2
.
...
Espanola
degrees
Cimarron . ... 0
2 degrees below zero
Roswell
4 degrees below zero
Las Vegas
Fort Union.... 15 degrees below zoro
Naturally, the climate with the least
variation is the most agreeable, and a
healthseeker thrives even in cold
weather if he is not subject to great
e

...

fluct.uat.iong

the temperature. Santa

in

Fe has the most equable climate of all
the stations in the Southwest. The
greatest daily range of the above
towns may be given as an example:
31 degrees
Santa Fe
44 degrees
Albuquerque
44 degrees
Espanola
47 degrees
Fort Union
48 degrees
Las Vegas
50 degrees
Cimarron
54 degrees
Roswell

the greatest monthly range in temperature:
"7 degrees
Santa Fe
54
degrees
Albuquerque
04 degrees
Espanola
09 degrees
Cimarron .
80 degrees
Las Vegas
81 degrees
Fort Union
84 degrees
Roswell .
Take also the number of days during March on which the fluctuation
was 32 or more degrees in the temperature of the day:
Santa Fe
15 days
Las Vegas
10 clays
Albuquerque
19 days
Roswell
Other comparisons might be made
that would show up the advantage
climatically of Santa Fe, summer and
winter. Take the sunshine record for
March. There are only two stations
in New Mexico in which the Weather
Bureau takes this. The sun shone at

hours
hours
At Roswell
at
in
March
were
There
cloudy days
3
days
Fe
Santa
258
244

Santa Fe.

Albuquerque
T,as Vegas
Roswell
Cimarron ,

4

da's

4

days

7

da'8

9

days
days
wind
during
maximum
velocity
The,
March was:
miles an hour
Santa Fe .
60 miles an hour
Las Vegas
60 miles an hour
El Paso. Texas .
No records of the, wind velocity
were kept at Albuquerque, Las Vegas
or other points except at Roswell,
where the maximum was 34 miles an
hour.
Santa Fe possesses a great asset in
its climate, an asset that is priceless,
tor no town can take it away or buy it
or acquire it from any other source.

Espanola

.

.

.

10

THE WAY OUT.
For the past few months, earnest
laborers for the welfare of the Capital
the busiCity have sought to bringone or the
in
ness interests together
other of the two commercial bodies, by
and
consolidating' the Board of Trade
Curry,
Governor
Club.
the Commercial
was parthough a member of neither,
this
ticularly zealous to accomplish
his
pernot
only
end and promised
sonal and financial support but also
busithat of his friends, if Santa Fe
nessmen and property owners would
unite for the upbuilding of the town,
club
for the erection of a suitable com- the
of
welfare
the
for
building,
came to
munity. But these efforts of Trade
because the Board

'

naught
was a commercial organization pure
Commercial
and simple, while the
reform
civic
upon
stress
the
Clul laid
'
even at the cost of harmony. seemed
The situation therefore omes the
now there
hopeless, until
the Santa Fe
or2aniz
to
proposition
At first
Association.
progressive

thought, the founding of a third asso-- !
elation would appear to add to the
confusion and further to divide the
'community already split into two factions, which instead of working together are working against each other.
But the idea of the Association is the
same as that, of the Federation of the
commercial bodies of Denver and other cities, the central trades assembly
of different labor unions in the same
town. The Santa Fe Progressive Association, adopts for its own, the work
of the Board of Trade as well as of
the Commercial Club, but it balances
the objects so that one does not
crowd out the other; so that civic reform .does not Overshadow, what is
after all, the main object of all commercial and trade organizations, the
upbuilding of the town. Nor does? it
ignore civic reform, for among the
objects named in the preamble are:
"To promote efficient, honest and
economical government; to promote
Of course, this
equitable principles."
is not to be clone by picking out an individual here or there and accusing
and condemning him in one breath,
but by the much broader and more effective method of eliminating the
"graft." and letting the district attor
ney and the courts deal with those
who profited by the wrong doing.
Here is clearly a way out of 'Santa
Fe's difficulties and of getting together
to make Santa Fe the leading city of
the Southwest; for furthering the prosperity of its businessmen; for finding
employment for its idle hands; fof
beautifying the city and for increasing its tributary trade areas. The idea
is a good one let Santa Fe take hold
of it in the right spirit and the organization will become a credit and a
success that will redound to the advantage, profit and honor of the community.

IN

DEMOCRATIC ARIZONA.
Talking about corruption, the Democratic legislatures of Colorado and
Arizona were far and away head of
anything in that line in New Mexico or
other Republican
commonwealths.
The Democratic legislature of the Centennial state has been denounced by
the Democratic governor of that state
and by its Democratic newspapers as
the worst, that ever happened in Colorado and that is going some, for Colorado has had some bad ones. In
Phoenix, Arizona, the grand jury' is

legislative bribery

scand-

After a brief but brave career, the
Raton Morning Telegram has passed in
its checks. Despite the publication
law which is reported to make daily
papers in New Mexico opulent at the
expense of the dear public, the Morn
ing Telegram died of financial anaemia,
The New Mexican had indicated tho
end of one of the two Raton dailies
m ithln a short time, when it greeted
the appearance of the Telegram, and
even now believes that Raton does not.
support one daily decently. There isn't
a town in New Mexico that does and
if the New Mexican, the Optic, the
Citizen, the Journal, the Range and the
Record had to depend upon the support given them by home advertisers
and home subscribers, then Raton, Albuquerque, Las Vegas, Santa Fe and
Roswell would simply have to do without, daily papers unless some philanthropist, dug into his pockets to give
them such, and that despite all the provisions of the new publication law.

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Notice for Publication.
Bonds and Investments.
(Homestead Entry No. 7842,
U. S. Commissioner for the Third Department of the Interior,
Judicial District of New Mexico.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
Las Cruces
New Mexio
April 5, 1909.
Eastern and local bank references.
Notice is hereby givei; that Celes-tin- o
Gonzales of Cowles, N. M who,
on March 11th, 1904, made Homestead
CONY T. BROWN,
Section
Entry No. 7S42, for NW
Mining Engineer.
Secretary and Treasurer of New 27, Township 17 N., Range 12 E, N.
M, P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Mexico School of Mines.
. New Mexico intention to make final five year
Socorro
proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
OSTEOPATHY
Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
10th day of June, 1909.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crecencio
Roibal, Emilio Gonzales,
treats
acute
Successfully
and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines. Prudenclo Gonzales, Trinidad Apo-dac- a,
all of Cowles, N. M.
No charge for consultation. Office:
No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
MANUEL R. OTERO,
12 a. m., and 2 to 5 p. 'm. 'Phone 156.
Register;.

Judge W. H, Pope has sentenced a
at Carlsbad to, six months
in jail. In' former instances he has
given proof, that lie. "has no mercy In
his heart for the festive
as the Artesia Advocate puts it,, "and
plainly says that a man who uses physical violence on the other and better
half isn't a good citizen and, moreover, is no great shakes as a gentler
and the
man." With the
gun toter eliminated from the Territory, there remains only one great evil
to be fought and that is the evil of inand
temperance of which
are often the result.

The First National Bank

wife-beat-

52511

wife-beater-

wife-beate-

wife-beatin- g

gun-totin- g

When Colorado was admitted as a
state a third of a century ago, its population was only 75,000, which was
less than New Mexico had at that
lived in
time. Of that 75,000, one-hal- f
mostwere
and
counties
southern
the
"Mexicans," who could
ly
s
not speak English, while
of the other half of the state's population consisted of the riff raff of the
world collected in Denver and a few
But there were no
mining camps.
Beveridges in those days and since
then, Colorado has made good abundantly.
d

two-third-

als of which an Arizona paper says:
"The grand jury is on the scent of
j
a bribery scandal.
Whether
there
was bribery or attempted bribery in
i
the late legislature remains to' be
proved, but if so, it is important that
now on the eve of statehood, punishATTORNEYS AT LAW.- ment should follow swiftly.
"In former years, tampering with
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
members of the legislature was reAttorney-at-Law- .
garded as a joke in Arizona rather
New Mexico
Fe
Santa
than an offense against the laws. It
was thought that a member in acceptEDWARD C. WADE,
ing money for a vote was merely exerAttorney-at-Law- .
cising his constitutional right of conin the Supreme and DisPractices
tract. If he remained true to his purCourts of the Territory, in the
trict
chase, that was thought to be a pretty
Courts and before the U. S.
fair measure of his integrity. Now and Probate
General and U. S. Land
Surveyor
THE BEST ADVERTISED TOWN IN then
complaint was heard of a mem Offices.
THE WORLD.
ber who 'would not stay bought..'
New Mexico
IjLas Cruces
It is not speaking in unjustifiable
"There was not a great deal of conE. C. ABBOTT,
superlatives to assert that Santa Fe cealment of these things in the old
is the best advertised town of the en- days, but we are pleased to say that
Attorney-at-Law- .
tire World. The New Mexican has little or no scandal has attached
Practice in the District and Sujust examined a number of new publi- to recent legislatures. We hope that preme Co arts. Prompt and careful
cations issued by the Passenger De- it will turn out that the charge, which attention given to all business.
New Mexico
partment of the Sante Fe System. In the grand jury is now investigating, Santa Fe
one, the name Santa Fe occurs 52 will be found to have grown out of a
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
times; in another of which a quarter baseless suspicion."
E. P. Davies,
A. B. Renehan,
of a million are being distributed in
Attorneys-at-Law- .
Eastern cities, and which gives all of
Part of Santa Fe's business prosPractice in the Supreme and Disthe summer excursions for this year,
is
derived
from
Courts. Mining and Land Law a
the
trict
perity
many
there is the following under the headA specialty.
Office in Catron Block.
within
its
strangers
gates.
daily
Side
side
"Free
"Free
ing.
Rides;"
mere cursory examination of the ar- Santa Fe
New Mexico
trip, Lamy to Santa Fe and return, is
rivals at the four leading hotels of
to
granted
passengers holding through
CHARLES F. EASLEY,
California tickets, on presentation the town, show that an average of
Surveyor General)
(Late
are
in
the
fifty
daily,
strangers
city
thereof to branch conductor." On
Attorney-at-Law- .
every car of the thousands of that and during such periods as the legislaLand and Mining business a speSystem to be found from Canada to tive session, this number is swelled cialty.
Mexico, from New York to San Fran- to a hundred, two hundred and more. Santa Fe
New Mexico
cisco, appears the name of Santa Fe. At times, like this week, when the
a
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Similarly, though in a lesser degree, Scottish Rite Masons have
or
when
excursion
the town,
an
strikes
the Denver and Rio Grande and the
Attorneys-at-Law- .
New Mexico Central Railroads
are or when some other celebration or fesPractic in the District Courts as
in progress, the number of well as before the
Supreme Court of
advertising Santa Fe. The fact that tivity is
this is the capital of the Territory, the visitors is greatly augmented. Multi- the Territory.
New Mexico
oldest town excepting one, in the ply the daily average, therefore, by Las Cruces
United States; that tributary to it are 3G5, and it is apparent that Santa Fe
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
some of the greatest scenic attractions entertains about 20,000 to 30,000 visAttorney-at-Law- .
with
them
who
each
take
itors
year
of the world, that within thirty miles
Practicea in the Supreme and Dislie the most remarkable prehistoric their impression of the town and its
this
Courts of the Territory. Office:
communicate
trict
impresruins on the Western Continent; that people and
' New Mexico
there- Socorro
How
to
sion
others,
important
in the town itself abound historic
monuments
and unique scenic fea- fore that pains are taken that these
WILLIAM McKEAN,
are
a few advantages that visitors get the right impression and
but
tures,
Attorney-at-Law- .
whole justihave given the town reams of free ad- that the community as a
Mining and Land Law.
one
In a French pamphlet re- fies a favorable impression. It is
New Mexico
vertising.
Taos
which a board of
cently published, descriptive of the of the lines along
not
if
C. W. G. WARD,
20,000 cave and cliff dwellings just trade could do very successful,
Territorial District Attorney.
west of Santa Fe, this town is men- brilliant work, for with the enormous
the For San Miguel and Mora counties.
tioned again and again; in health and amount of free advertising given
numerous
'
attractions,
the
with
city,
a
Las Vegas
.New Mexico
is
Fe
climatic reports, Santa
given
as it were and of greatconcentrated,
in
of
M.
C.
government
preeminence;
MECHEM,
place
else in the
and official publications, Santa Fe is er variety, than anywhere will
Attorney-at-Law- .
come,
the
United States,
day
New Mexico
praised being at te gateway to the
visitors a year, Tucumcari
" NORTHCUTT & ROBERT8,
Uecos Forest Reserve, a vast natural when instead of 30,000
Santa Fe will have 300,000.
C. J. Roberts,
park of splendid scenic beauty and
Jesse G. Northcutt,
acres.
the
In
million
a
half
covering
Attorneys-at-Law- .
The assertion so thoughtlessly made
many books treating of the Pueblo InOffices: Raton, N. M., and Trini'
Santa
times that the Santa Fe Railway dad, Colorado.
at
Fe,
their
unique villages,
dians,
is intentionally neglecting
system
naturally appears; again and again.
G. W. PRICHARD,
What a fine foundation for a sys- Santa Fe, needs no denial on part of
and Counsellor'at-Law- .
Attorney
tematic advertising campaign by the the New Mexicon, for it is
all the District Courts
in
Practices
more than
city itself ! Of course, advertising that the Santa Fe is doing
attention to cases
and
special
gives
without a follow-u- p system, brings but any other agency to advertise Santa
Territorial
the
supreme uouru
before
S.
H.
spare results compared with what its Fe. Only yesterday City Agent
Blk.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Office:
Laughlin
sys Lutz received the following letter
results are when such follow-u.
of
GEORGE
BARBER,
tem is installed. Thousands of dol- from the general passenger agent
.
Attorney and Counaellor-at-Lawlars could not buy the free advertising the road: "We now have in course of
Court and
District
will
show
the
Practices in
that Santa Fe receives, but a ,few preparation a tariff which
of
the
and
Courts
Sunreme
Territory.
arrangements
hundred dollars should he spent by the all of our side trip
all business.
town itself each year in a systematic will take care of Santa Fe. We are Prompt attention given to
Nevr Mexico
effort to reap the benefits that should now figuring on increasing the size of Lincoln County
we
that
and
&
hope
this
CATRON
GORTNER,
from
folder,
our
accrue to the community,
system
wide and liberal advertising campaign shall find room to include therein menAttorneys and Counsellors-at-Laof
historic
as
a
Fe
.
point
Office: Catron Block.
that i being waged on its behalf year tion of Santa
New Mexico
interest."
Fe
i
Santa
out.
in and year
In the newest folder, "Side Trips
H. R. PUTNAM,
MUNICIPALITIES AND PUBLICITY. on the Santa Fe," Las Cruces is givAlCommissioner and
U.
Court
ten
8.
are
Phoenix
lines;
recognizing
cities
three
en
lines;
Progressive
Conveyancer.
the need of Informing the public on buquerque one page; Santa Fe al...
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
every step taken by the municipal most two pages, including two picCorrespondents asking Information
servants in the performance of their tures, one of them of the Pajarlto
Mexofficial duties and authority. New Cliff wellings. No other town on the concerning the Territory of New
York each day publishes the "City folder is eiven as much space as ico promptly answered
New Mexico
Texiee
Record," of from 50 to 500 pages, and Santa Fe. Can Santa Fe ask more?
j
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Profesionais Cards

OF SANTA FE.
The oldest bankirjg institution in New Mexico.

in

1870.

R.

J. PALEN, President.

self-evide-

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

L. A. HUGHES,

A, H. BRODHEAD,

Vice President.

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, '$150,000
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- -

$75,000

Transacts a general banking business in all its brandies.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sell bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys aid sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes
telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any mone7 transmiting
agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or
year
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes all orders of its
patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is consistent with
safety and
the principles pi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

THE PALM

y

HOTEL

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Ptopt.

One of the Rest Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large sample Hooms for Commercial Traveles
o

-

...

Established

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Washinaton Avenue
.AMERICAN AND
5UROPBAN PLAN

Postal Telegraph Office

Commodious Sample Iocm

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION'"

a Good One,

PRESS' THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST,

'

Runs on the European Plan!

IHE

CORONADO

HOTEL

G. Lupe Herrera, Prop,

p

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

p

RATES 50c. Up.

KIMS

I PHOTO

,

SUPPLIES
We Make a
Specialty of

i

ART PICTURES
AND

MIBI.

DEVEL0PING!PRINffNG
AND ENLARGING.

orders given prompt attention. 'tend for Catalogur
HOWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY, F :
410 8. Broadway, Las Angeloa,
Mail

Cf

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
CARRIAGE & SIGN PAINTER
FDRNITDAE
PAINTING &
REPAIRING

ATTRACTIVE SIGNS
ALL KINDS & STYLES

110 Guadalupe
St.

TUESDAY, APRIL 27, 1909.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X.
jr.

W. S. DAVIS President,
C. H. BOWLDS,

B
H

r

PERRY, Vice President
Cashier
N.

PERSONAL MENTION

A

P. J. Harmon, traveling out of Puebat the Claire,
Edward Velhagen, a railroad man
from Alamosa, is a guest today at the

Palace.

$50,000.
UNITED

STATES

A. M. Jones of Dallas, Texas, is in
town seeing the sights. He is at the
Claire.
John H. Young, merchant at Questa,
Taos county, is in Santa Fe on court

1

BANK AND

TRUST GO.

D. & R. G.

.!

i

tnf

i'.

,

BUSINESS SOLICITED.

N.A.PERRY

N.B.

A. J. GREEN

W.S.DAVIS

R. H.HANNA.

LAUGLING

QA

FUNITURE OF ALL KINDS
T3T?TTslCt?r

TAPESTRIES,

in

c

AXMINSTER

or

CARPETS

AND

REPAIR

FURNITURE.

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
Phone
No.lO

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

Full

Phona
No. 10

The Colorado Rational Life Assurance

Company

Aver? Line

H--

LOCK

t

--.-

E

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BERGERE, iWanaoer for

eeftaM

The

from Lamy
Who Looks Ahead
Unexcelled for quality.
is in Santa Fe today on Masonic matUnequalled for price.
ters. He is at the Claire.
Is the fellow who protects
his savings with a good Fire
C'WKCAX SAVE
CT?TF TT
Charles S. Hill, an Insurance agent
KJ Dj'.VOU MONEY.
kllliHl
Insurance policy. He feels
from Denver, is in town on business.
secure wheiv his buildings
He is at the Palace.
are curling up in smoke.
nun m
I, J. Schultz. a Denver traveling 'man.
.v
r"'!M' mm iM.,:,r
Is in town making the rounds. He is
tt-- r" i
'
f.
stopping at the Claire.
E. C. Friar, a Denver traveling man,
It will pay YOU to pro"
ia in town representing a paint firm.
tcet your property in like
7 He is quartered at the Palace.
manner. A policy "in a good
r
r ... ,
j:
George V. Hanlon of Mountainair;
company is what you nant.
vwu
v.
Ask XHf
IIU
OUUUI J,' V, 13 in
' J
town stopping at tae Claire.
? ii
i'i
nnu
GEO. M. KTXSELL
Or
Hon. Charles A. Spless, president of
249 San Francisco St
the Legislative Council, left last night
j for his home
at Las Vegas.
C. I. Weber, a traveling man from
cfnr? P0U try f.eiDCe madfi equals iL We have a laree
its reasonable, and WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
St. Joseph, is in town selling a line
H e bell China,
of hardware. He is at the Claire.
Glass, and Queensware,
Fred Kaiser, a traveling man from has just returned from a business
Paints, Oils, Colors, Glass, Wall Finish Furniture,
and Wall
Denver, is in town sedng local mer trip to Mexico, was an arrival this
i aper, Alabastine, Muresco Harness and Saddlery,
chants. He is a guest at the Claire forenoon to take
lents and Camp equipment, Pumps,
part in the Masonic
Pipe and
Blair Burwell of Denver, is in town conclave. His
in
Sittings, Roofing, Spouting.
the Masonstanding
,
cere-in
Masonic
the
ic fraternity is high, as is also his
faking part
We do Plumbing,
monies. He is stopping at the Palace,
Roofing Spouting, Tinwork;
standing as a citizen and business
j
D. J. Herron, a traveling man from man.
Stove and Kange Repairing and
General Jobbing
Las Vegas, is in town representing
-- Leave our Orders for Screen Doors
H. B. Honing, of Albuquerque, secand Windows
a large packing house. He is at the
I
and Paparing-- We
of
have
aiming
the
Bureau
retary
the
of
Goods
Immigration,
Palace.
senc a competent workmau to do the job-H- omeand we
and one of the best known journalJ. B. Keister, a traveling man out
ists of the Territory, is in Santa Fe
Men,, whom you know.
of St. Louis, is about town selling a
on official business.
today
He
will
line of paints. He is registered at the
leave in a few days for Chicago on
Palace.
business for the Bureau of ImmigraN. D. Terry, a traveling man out
tion and may extend
his trip to
Phone No 83.
of Kansas City, is calling on local
Mail Order Solicited.
merchants. He is registered at the Washington. D. C, to size up the
statehood situation.
Claire.
Hon. Miguel Chaves, after looking
W. O. Wayman, a San Francisco
insurance agent, is in town on in- after his building operations in Santa
surance business. He is quartered at Fe, will leave tomorrow forenoon for
his home at Parkview, Rio Arriba
the Palace.
Mr. Chaves is one of the
county.
J. A. Rutledge of Las Vegas, is in
town joining in the. Masonic
cere- most valuable and esteemed citizens
monies of the week.' He is stopping of New Mexico, and Santa Fe hopes
T
.
tn harp him" n tini'mov..
at the Claire.
icsiuent De- jujauuui
fore
very long. He is enterprising
'
John N. Sullivan, superintendent of
the coal mines at Hagan, Sandoval ana puuiic spirited and is contributGREATLY A MUSES
of
county, is in town on business. He ing materially to the uubuildine
PRICES RANGE
Fe.
Santa
is a guest at the Palace.
THE
FROM
CHILDREN
to
Rev. Julian B. Torres of Raton, was
SAME
an arrival last evening from over the
AND AN EDUCATOR
(Continued On Page Eight.)
PRICE EVERY-WHERSanta Fe and left this forenoon for
FOR
OLDER
to
Buy here
HEADS
attend Presbytery.
Chimayo,
W. M. Borrodaile, a leading citizen
and save express
OF THE FAMILY- of Magdalena, Socorro county, was
charges.
an arrival this forenoon on Santa
Fe train No. 10 from the soutu.
A. M. DETTELBACH, Mgr.
L. I. Lyons, a Denver traveling
man, arrived in Santa Fe on the noon
train. He is renresentim? a zmcerv
Every Evening 7:30 and 8:45.
hy that is the real thing you can't tell it
concern.
His stonnins: idace is the Saturday Matinee
3:30 p. m
Claire.
Moving Pictures,
irom the actual human voice; That's what
C. F. Brown, of Denver,
Colorado,
people
say everv dav. nnnn Wrino- - tho
Illustrated Songs,
treasurer of the Continental Oil
NEW VICTOR PHONOGRAPH that is now
Only Licensed Films Shown
being
Company, is in Santa Fe, on busishown at ' THE RACKET STORE" And when
ID and On rsnic
ness with Coal Oil Inspector S. B. Admission
their
Mr. Brown is accompanUnmshaw.
amazement is over they further exclaim
ied by his wife.
Matinee, Children 5 cents.
-- "WHAT
Evening Show at 7:30 and 8:30.
AN IMPROVEMENT OVER
O. X. Marron of Albuquerhas
THE ORIGINAL OLD
que,
gone to Mexico to confer dePiACHINES,
grees on a class of 100 Knights of Co-WHY THAT IS SIMPLY WONDERFUL"
lumbus in the capital of the neighboring republic.
It is now possible to bring the greatest
T. F. Keeping of Albuquerque, mansingers of
the
the
age,
theatre
grand
or
opera,
for
New Mexico of the Convaudeville staga
ager
'
to your center table.
tinental Oil Company, is a visitor in
Santa Fe, and was in conference to- D
THE LEADING
day with Coal Oil Inspector S. B.
Grimshaw.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Eldodt and son
GROCERS.
of Chamita are guests at the Palace.
SANTA FC, NEW MEXICO
Mr. Eldodt is a well known merchant
TBI' AVU Tnr,-.at Chamita and former Territorial
auditor and is here to receive Ma
NEW MUSIC
sonic honors.
David Maestas,
contractor and
ARRIVING EVERY
builder at Parkview, Rio Arriba counWEEK
ty, was an arrival in Santa Fe last
evening, and left this afternoon for
Chamita, where he has charge of some
construction work.
For anythinc and ffvarvfhiTio
i- ,.
n
Hon. C. J. Roberts, of Raton, mem
w xrmu
or jjindinj
Smoked Halibut
eall on th New
ber of the thirty-eightLegislative As
Whale Codfish,
sembly, who is at Washington, D. C,
Salt Mackerel
lurtnenng nis candidacy for, a New
Holland
Mexico judgeship, has been admitted
L- to practice before the U. S. Supreme
Kippered Herring
Rolled Herri og with Pickles
Court.
BARGAINS
The following were transient guests
Spiced Herring
at the Palace on their way to ChimaAMERICAN CREAM
yo to take part in the Presbytery
which meets today in annual session:
ROQUEFORT & IMPORT-Eand
Rev. Sam Magill of Raton; Rev. NorSWISS CHEESE
man Skinner of Las Vegas; Rev. John
R. Gasa. of Albuquerque.
Hon. C. T. Brown of Socorro, who
near
Salmon

$10.00
$300.00

Denver Colorado.

Santa Fe,

Man
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THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
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-- The
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EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE

DAVENPORTS OP LATEST MAKE
WE FRAME PICTURES

,

IVew

N. M.

OPERA

Mexico

Catron

HOUSE

the REAL VICTOR

Block

NEW LACE CURTAINS
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL ASSORTMENT OF FOREIGN AND DOMES-TI- C
MAKES EVER SHOWN AT
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I
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The Racket Stor
I
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For tBything tad evenrthing appertauunf to
etU oi the New Mexican Printing Company.

SUGGESTIONS
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SUPPLIES

1909 MODELS AT

lf.r,n

h

AELX ANDER'S GARAGE

Hrrm?

C

Catarrh Cannot

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRIBUTOR OF THE MITCHELL,
McINTYRE and ZIMMERMAN 1909 Models AUTOMOBILES
and COMMERCIAL MOTOR CARS,, in shaft or chain drive, in a
variety of prices and styles to suit anyone automobilically inclined.
On the floors of my garage in Santa Fe can be seen the differ
ent 1909 models la Touring, Roadster, Runabout and Commercial
Motor Cars, suited to the wants of Doctors, Merchants Stockmen
and Rancher, in prices ranging from $375 to $2,500, and horse-powfrom 10 to 40.
.
These, models were selected by me at the Chicago Automobile
Show aa representing the best automobile values and best suited to
New Mexico road conditions, from an exhibit of more than
eighty
types of cars.
Call or write for literature of the car interested in; also ask for
a road demonstration of the car.
;
A full line of Auto Supplies and fully equipped Machine
Shop
operated In connection with this garage. er

O. W. ALEXANDER

Francisco

Street

Santa Fe,

N. M.

Si:

Be Cured.

(with LOCAL APPUCATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in ordet to cure it you

MO-LIN-

S10 San

i

harrows, planters cultivators discs.

Ul&lJl-'V.V-

We Can Furnish Your House In

'

train.

f

plows (pony to the finest li
inch steel beam) GO tooth

I

C. H. BOWLDS

AVn

A. MUGLER.
CORNER PLAZA

,

DIRECTORS

DTTHC

MISS
SOUTHEAST

FOLLOW HIM

are at your service,

YOUR

For the town lot or the
thousand acre ranch hose,
rakes, forks, spades, garden cultivators, orchard
harrows, double shovels,

AT

B. F. Panliey, ranchman

takei
nionny with the bank
'' care of its customers at, all times'. We want?
yout(
business With the assurance thftt you will receive'
fair treatment. The growth of our business since December tells its own story Come In to see us, We
you

Assortment

-- OF MILLINERY
ALSO NECKWEAR

William A. Frayne, a mining man of
Taos, was an arrival on last evening's

J

'"DEPOSIT

IMPLEMENTS

matters

1

V

SANTA FE, N. M.
i

THE FIRIEST

lo, Colorado, is stopping

Capital Stock

PAGE FIVE

(

must take internal remedies1. Hall's
Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surraces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is not a
quack medicine. It was prescribed by
one of the best physicians
in this
country for years and is a regular prescription. It Is composed of the best
tonics known, combined with the best
blood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the two Ingredients is what
produces such wonderful results in
curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials
Iree.
F. J. CHENEY

& CO.,

N
N
E
D

iR E A

Clam Juica
Sardines

Two very choice lota on Don Gaspar Avo. near
Oapltol i
14 acre fruit ranch, one nitle from
Plaza
40 acre fruit A alfalfa ranch, six room
houne, five miles from Plaza.
175 acre ranch 25acre in fruit, six room
house, five miles from Plaza.

Clams

Lobsters
Salsa Pura
Shrimp?
Soft Shelled Crabs
Deviled Cribs
Crab Meat
Chile and Beans
Anchovie Paste
Mackerel in tomato
sauce
Shedded codfish

Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti.

ESTATE

CITY LOTS
FEUIT RANCHES
SANTA FE
For Information, ana. Frlcws apply to

O. C WATSON & COMPANY
REAL ESTATE & INSURANCE

H.S. KAUNE8C0.

Drink
Pabst

'PHONE 26.

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

I

Props.,

Toledo, O.

pation.

A

imu.;.:..
P'TnTirr:1""

AGENTS

Blue Ribbonl
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic -

1

1

SIX

PAGE
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Railroad; Time Table.
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.Kennedy
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Morlai-tMcintosh
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9 30
7 55
II 45 ft
3 00
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STiATIONS

MILKS

pm

25

Is to love children, and no home

can be happy without them,
yet the ordeal through which
the expectant mother must pass
3 usually is so full of suffering
atui dread that she looks for- utmlM in tho
uith
'"U
VN hnnr
I' 111 annrp.
11
hension. Mother s Friend, by its penetrating and soothing properties,
allavs nausea, nervousness, unpleasant feelings, and so prepares tne
system for the ordeal that she passes through the event with but little
suffering, as numbers have
testified and said, "it is worth
its weight in gold."

RMA15 UP

RKAO DOWN

It

6,125
6,210
6,295

a in

pm
am

pm
115pm

1130

2

pm
06pm
05 pm
22
20

6
4
8
2
1

65

pm
pm

So

5

IV VW

S

1225 p in
11 55 a ni
11 35 a in
10 45

12 19
10 40
8 59

10
10
10
9
6

a in

50 a in
40 a in
02 pm
00 p 111
20 pm
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THEBRADFIELD

Pacific

Kai w

1

No.

Miles Vrom
Des Moines

1,

&

Looipanj

S.T

Miles From

A T I O N 8 ,

Raton

No

BRING

Palace.
W. O.
Charles S. Hill, Denver;
Waynian, San Francisco; Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Bldodt ami sou, Chamita; Blair
Burwell, Denvfcr;' Edward Velhage,
Alamosa; Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Brown,
E. C. Friar. Denver; J. B. Keister, St.
Louis; Samuel Magill, Raton; Norman Skinner, Las Vegas; D. J. Her- roii, Las Vegas; I. F. Keeping, John
R. Gass, Albuquerque; John N. Sulli
van, Hagan.
Claire.
George V. Hanlon, Mountainair; N.
1). Terry, Kansas City; J. S. Russell,
Roy; B. F. Pankey, La my; J. A.
Rutledge, Las Vegas; A. M. Jones,
Dallas; Fred Kaiser, J. Schultz, Denver; P. J. Harmon, Pueblo.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
DAILY

I

0

REGULATOR CO.

Atlanta, Ga,

HOTELARRIVALS.

ill Eastern and Vectern markets.

Ml

St, Louis Rocky

W

per bottin of (iriiKtflsts. Mnol
of valuable Information mulled free.

J. P5 LYNG.
CITY FREIGHT AND PASSENGER AGENT.

-'

V

$1.00

Tickatt to ail parte of the world, 'ullman berths reserved. Exclusive
tijency for all ocean steamship lines. Booklets and literature of the various
railroad and steamship lines, contain ng valuable Information to travelers,
free upon application.
c'ast frtight service to and from

TUESDAY, APRIL 27, 1909.

SANTA FE, N. SL

2

DAILY

HEAVY SUIT
AGAINST FRENCHMAN

Spokane, Wash., April 27 Henri
Daubul, who journeyed from France
several years ago to become a rancher
in Spokane county, is greatly agitated
over a summons served on him by a
stalwart deputy sheriff to appear in
the superior court here in May to defend a suit for $15,0000 damages, instituted by Peter Clancy and his wife
Emma. The Clancys declare in their
complaint that M. Daubul tacked a
inlarge placard, bearing the following
the
on
puba
to
sign post
scription,
lic highway near Elk, Washington,
south of Spokane.
"Madamoiselle Clancy: Please keep
your chickens at home and feed them
I go in and pen them
a little wheat.
I don't want them over to
up soon.
my place, filling their craws with my
wheat."
The Clanceys also want $10,000
from M. Daubul on the charge that
he heaved a stone through a winddw
at the Clancy domicile, injuring Mr.
Clancy, who was in the path of the
missile. Mr. Daubul denied all the al
comlegations in his answer to the
deto
counsel
plaint, and has engaged
fend him in the cases.

PREPARE

TO MEET CHICAGO
COMMERCIAL CLUB

00
12
85
50
05

a. in.
a. in.

0
4

N; M.
"

Lv, Pes Moines,
Rumaldo,
DedmttU
Oapulln
Vigil
Thompson

Arr

Lv.

49
46
38
82

m,
m,
m,
m
m,
m
m
p. m

5 80 P,
6 16 p.
4 65 p.
4 35 p.
4 25 p.
3 65 p.
3 30 p.

"No-Drip-

116

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.
April 27. Eight
hundred members of the Chamber of
Montezuma Lodge No.
Commerce, the 150,000 Club and the
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-headed by Fred-- ,
1 a r
communication
E.
erick
Goodall, Henry J. Neely and
first
Monday of each
Mrs. F. F. Emery, will meet the deleV- a
mnntli
1I,.aU
gates of the Chicago Association of
TRiWfcat
Hall at 7:30 d. m.
Commerce on their arrival in Spokane
; ,
J. A.MASSIB.
early in June. There will be a reWorthy Master.
ception and banquet in the hall of the
ALAN R, McCORD, Secretary.
Doges and automobile excursions to
several nearby resorts. L. G. Monroe,
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
of Comsecretary of
R. A. M.
merce, has advices that the party will
Regular convocation second Monday of
leave Chicago May 30 on a special
each month at Masonic
train making stops at these places ;
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Fargo, Jamestown, Bismark and Man-daC. J. CRANDALL. H. P.
North Dakota; Helena, Butte,
and Missoula,
ARTHUR SEL1GMAN, Secretary.
Anaconda,
Billings
Montana; Spokane, North Yakima, SeTacoma
Santa Fe Commandery No.
attle, Everett, Bellingham,
and Walla Walla, Washington;- - Port1, K. T, Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
land, Pendleton and Baker City, Oremonth at Masonic Hall at
gon; Boise and Nampa, Idaho; Salt
Lake and Ogden, Utah; Cheyenne, 7:30 p. m.
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
Wyoming; Colorado Springs and DenPERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
ver, Colorado; Kearney, Lincoln and
Omaha, Nebraska, and Minneapolis
and St. Paul, Minnesota. .However,
Santa Fe
of Perfection No. L
it is likely, Mr. Monroe said, that 14th dearee.Lodge
Ancient, nnd Anrontpd
in
at
other
made
be
will
points
stops
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
the West and Northwest.
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
"One Touch of Nature Makes the
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Kin."
Whole World
When a rooster finds a big fat Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corworm he calls all the hens in the farm dially invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd,
yard to come and share it. A similar
Venerable Master.
trait of human nature is to be ob
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14th,
served when a man discovers some
Secretary.
thing exceptionally good he wants all
his friends and neighbors to share the
benefits of hi discovery. This is the
B. P. O. E.
touch of nature that makes the whole
Santa Fe Lodge No. 4C0, B. P. O. E.,
world kin. This explains why people
holds its regular session on the secwho have been cured by Chamber
ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
to
letters
write
lain's Cough Remedy
month. Visiting brothers are invited
the manufacturers for publication,
and welcome.
T. P. GABLE,
also
that others similarly ailing may
'
.
, Exalted Ruler.
use it and obtain relief. Behind ev
,
D.
J.
warm
SENA,
a
ery one of these letters is
Secretary.
hearted wish of the writer to be of
use to someone else. This remedy is
for sale by all druggists.
Spokane, Wash.,

u

Ne-Mo-

Any lady reader of this paper will
"
on request, a clever
receive,
'
11
a. ni.
Coffee Strainer Coupon privi"
16
a. m.
20
U
29.
a. m,
lege, from Dr. Shoop, Raeine, Wis.
24
26
U 20 a. m
If is silver-plate"
very pretty, and
18
81
11 45 a. m,
Cunningham
i.
42
2 55
12 20 p. III.
all dripping of tea
Ollfton. House Junction "
positively
prevents
12 45 p, ni.
2 30
Arr,
Arr,
49
RATON N M"
or coffee. The doctor sends it, with
8 80 p. m.
12 25
Lv.
Lv.
7
12 05
42
3 50 p. in.
Lv
his new free book on "Health Ceffee"
Clifton House Junction "
"
18
S4 15 p.
49
811 40
Preston
in,
"
simply to introduce this clever sub23
11
45
4
68
06 a' in
p 111.
Koehler
"
11 15 a. m
4 55 p. 111.
66
20
Koehler Jnot.
stitute for real coffee. Dr. Shoop's
50 p. m.
68
83
tlO 15 a. ni
Colfax
Health Coffee Is gaining its great pop"
6 15 p, m.
41
77
9 43 a. m,
Oerrososo
6 35 p. in.
9 25 a. in
Lv
Arr
ularity because of: first, its exquisite
47
83
CIMARRON N. M.
7 08 p, m.
7 50 a. m
Arr.
Lv.
taste and flavor; second, its absolute
7 40 a. in,
50
N. M,
Lv
Nash
i. 10 p. in.
LETTER LIST.
7 25 a. m
63
7. 23 p. in.
Harlan
healthfulness; third, Its economy
"
V
7. 45 p. m.
7 00 a. m
94
59
Ute Park
No. 6457.
1
List of letters remaining uncalled
lb., 25c fourth, it convenience.
N.
No tedious 20 to 30 minutes boiling. for in the postoffice at Santa Fe,
Territory of New Mexico,
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N "Made in a minute," says Dr. Shoop. M., for the week ending April 24, 1909.
County of Santa Fe.
weeks Viola Taylor Johnson, Plaintiff,
M., 6:15 p. m.
Try it at your grocer's, for a pleasant If not called for within two
vs.
Connects with E. P. & 8. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M, surprise. Cartright-Davi- s
Co.
they will be sent to the dead letter
William D. Johnson, Defendant.
1:55 a. m.
office at Washington;
In (he District Court of the First Ju- Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Aland, Miss Rupertita.
.
dicial District of New Mexico for
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
Arriola, Sr., Refugio.
(Forest Reserve. Not Coal Land.)
the
County of Santa Fe.
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
Antonio, Jose Miguel.
Department of the Interior,
,
said defendant William D.
The
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
United States Land Office,
Basket, H. H.
is hereby notified that a com.
Johnson
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Santa Fe, N. M., April 10, 1909.
Brook, Mrs. Mattie.
been filed against him in
has
plaint
TracK connection with A, T. & 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C
Notice is hereby given that Dolores
Baca, Sra. Dona Lola A de.
the District Court for the County of
41 S. at Des Moines, E. P
A. 8
W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron
Gonzales, of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Bustos, Mrs. Felipe E.
Santa Fe, Territory aforesaid,', that
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
March 15, 1904, made Homestead EnChavez, Lucas. (2)
the court in which said case is
being
Is
New
In
for
N.
Ocate
Mexico:
the following points
M.,
Cimarron,
depot
try No. 71!) Serial No. 03721 for the
Corrinotto, Sig. Luis.
pending, by said plaintiff Viola TayRayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
S. E.
of Section 15, Township 14
Consolidated Portrait Co.
lor Johnson, the general object of
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo N
Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
Collwell, Mrs. L. E.
action being the securing of a
said
Lobo
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
has filed notice of intention to make
James.
Curran,
divorce
by the said plaintiff, from the
Questa, Ranches ds Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
final proof to establish claim to the
Cargo, Mr. Bob. ,
on the grounds of deserdefendant,
land above described, before the regJ, van HOUTEN;
Deieste, Senor Don Donsiano.
W.A.GORMAN,
J, DEDMVN,
tion and abandonment, and for such
ister and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Frenzel, Mrs. Geo. M.
ether arid further relief as to the court
Superintendent V. Ores, and Gen ittgr Gen Pass- - Agen on July 7, 1909.
Gutierrez, Senor Don Damasio.
may seem meet and proper, as will
N.
JM
N.
M
Jtt,
RATON.
RATON,
RATON, N,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Hanlon, Mr. Clem.
fully appear by reference to the comGonzales, Pedro Gonzales,
Hesselins, Peter.
plaint filed in said cause. And that
Atanacio Gallegos and Fernando Gonunless you enter your appearance in
Herrera, Juan Isidro.
zales, all of Pecos, N. M.
said cause on or before the 21st day
Holden, Stella.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
'
F.
of
Jones,
May, A. D. 1909, judgment will he
Register.
rendered against you in said cause by
Johnston, George H.
default.
Messrs. Catron & Gortner,
Lopez, Miss Agnes,
Santa Fe, N. M., are attorneys for the
During the spring every one would
Lucero, M. Daniel.
be benefited by taking Foley's Kidney
plaintiff.
Leyeba, Miss Eluteria.
In witness Whereof, I have hereunto
Remedy. It furnishes a needed tonic
Lumes, Mr. Jose.
to the kidneys after the extra strain
set my hand and Seal of said Court
Mora, Joseflta."
of winter, and it purifies the blood by
at. Santa Fe, New Mexico, this secManninger, Mr. Lawrence.
ond day of April, A. D., 1909.
stimulating the kidneys, and causin
Mendosa, Senor Jose.
them to eliminate the impurities from
FRANCIS C, WILSON,
(Seal)
Martines, Bicentita.
(2)
it Foley's' Kidney Remedy imparts
Clerk.
Mastiz, Prudencio.
new life and vigor. Pleasant to take
Mrs.
Nelson,
Philip.
Sold by all druggists.
Mr. F. G. Fritts, Oneonta, N. Y.,
Ortega, Miss Bitorit.a.
writes:
"My little girl was greatly
Ortega, Miss Carlotita. (2)
benefited
by taking Foley's Orino Lax.
Mr.
P.
Padilla,
I think it is the best rem-er- y
and
ative,
Padilla, Mr. Guillerno.
for
and liver trouconstipation
Padilla, Miss Augustina.
is best
Orino
Laxative
ble.'"
Foley's
Patterson, W. D.
for women and children, as it is mild,
Parker," Mr. and Mrs. William H.
to
pleasant an deffective, and Is a splenRandall, G.
did spring medicine, as it cleanses
Romero, Miss Rita.
is possible now and until
the system and clears the complexion.
Romero, Seoritan de.
1909.
,
Sold by all druggists.
30,
April
Romero, Mr. Marillo,
CLOSE CONNECTIONS
Legal blanks both English and
Until then you can. buy a
Sena, Tiburcio.
Spanish for sale by the New MexPAST SCHEDULES
Trujillo, Ines de Dolores.
ican Printing company. Taylor, Mr. Sidney A.
V. R.
White, Mr. Bert.
El Paso. Texas,
Genera) Passenger Agent.
Walters, William. (2)
Whiteley, F. E.
In calling for these letters please
state wkether "advertised" or not.
FRANK W. SHEARON.

10
10
10
10

FRUERXU

2

,

SUMMER
Torts;l

Bates

.

1-- 4

SANTA FE N. M.

X to
CHICAGO

KANSAS CITY, MO

$35.35
ST. LOUTS, MO.

$44.35

WEST

DENVER, COLO.

$21.10

TRAVEL VIA

New Mexico Central

k

E. P.

S. W.

One Way
Colonist Ticket
for $25.00

STILES

I

Direct Route

I

to almost any part of California
or the northwest, while to many

intermediate points the fare will
be no more than that.
These tickets accepted in tourist
sleepers on payment of Pullman
fare- -

Liberal stopovers.

y
The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Denver Colorado Springs and Pueblo
"
is Via the

DENVER &

RIO

GRANDE

H

to rates, train service, descrip-

tive literature, etc. call on or address.
S K.

HOOPER, G. P.
Denver, Colo.

& T.
'

A.
F. H. cTWcBRIDE, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Ever
Eat an Orange?

Postmaster.

$16.35
COLORADO SPRINGS,

People past middle life usually Jiave
some kidney or bladder disorder that
saps the vitality, which is naturally
lower in old age.
Foley's Kidney
Remedy; corrects urinary troubles,
stimulates the kidneys, - and restores
strength and vigor. It cures uric acid
troubles by strengthening the kidneys
so they will strain out (he uric "acid
that settles in the muscles and joints
Sold by all
causing rheumatism,
druggists.

ever have as many as The New Mexican
Printing com
you wanteds' Kef reshing, weren t pany has on hand a large supply of
they? The real good ones came pads ana tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
from California. That flavor come and
merchants; good everywhere.
from picking the fruit when ripe. We will sell them at 5 cents in book
Fast orange trains did the rest. form.
Orange culture is a profitable
Rheumatic
are ouicklv and
venture. Why not go to Cali surely" driven poisons
out of the blood with
fornia now and investigate?
Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic
Remedy li-

,

For full Information about the trip quid or tablet form. Dr. Shoop's book
let on Rheumatism nlainlv nnd inter- stopovers, and tickets apply to
estingly tells Just how this Is done.
Veil some sufferer of this book, or
H. S. LUTZ
better still, write Dr. Shoon. Racine.
'
Wis., for the book and free test samAgent.
ples. Send no money. Just join with
Santa Fe, N. M Dr. bhoop and give some sufferer
a
pleasant surprise. Stripling, Burrows

3 O

k Co.

$18.15
CITY OP MEXICO

$52.45
PITTSBURGH, PA.

$67.30
SEATTLE,

"

WASH.

$55.90
TIUKKTS will be on snle dully
Juno 1st,, to Spt. 30tii. Good 'for
return ptMHOin1 until October 81st.
190!),

Low Excursion rates Jto all parts
of United States Canada and Aloxlco,
via t ho SANTA FE.

Call On.

ox JLdcLresa,

H. S. LUTZ,
Agent,
Santa Fe. N. M.
The New Mexicar Printing Company has on hand a large supply of
'
pads and tablets suitable for school
j work,
the desk, and also for lawyers
land merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents In book form.

Did you

Through the Ifsrtile San Luis valley, Also to the
San Juan country of Colorado. '

For information as

PUEBLO, COLO.

A Cheap Tip
California

and

ILLS.

$50.35

TRAVELING

EAST

;.

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Haek

lus

CO.

Mn

120 San Francisco St.
Call up 132 Black for Carrgales.

TUESDAY, APRIL

27, 1909.
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WILLARD. NEW MEXICO.
The Live Commercial

City of the Estancia

BELEN.

Valley

IEW

MEXICO.
LOCATED ON BELEN CUT-OFSANTA FE RY.-- '

FUTURE RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF

NEW

THE CITY OF WILLARD destined to betheCOUNTY SEAT of
Torrance County New Mexico Was laid out in the fall of 190?. It is now
a thriving city of nearly 1000 mnabitants. It lies on the main line of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, running east, and west fiuiL
Chicago to all California points andthe New Mexico Central Railroad runmug
from Santa Fe, N. M., in ciose connection wun toe Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected.- Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
'
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipping and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation,

MEXICO-

A

.

-

Tewn Uet Free
of more Homes

To Encourage the Building
in

-

we will give one adjoining lot

BELEN,

FREE

to a purchaser of a residence lot.

This Opportunity is Extended

THE WILLARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

OP

F

for a Limited Time Only

TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

THE BELEN

ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE

BELEN TOWftSSITE

WILLARD TOWN8ITE

I

SEE

.

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable
semi-annuall-

3ft

&
Vice-Pre-

:

TO

:

:

:

INFORMATION

New Mexico.

Willafd,
TEN YEARS FROM NOW

WILL DEBATE
AT CHICAGO

From the Columns of the
Martian News, Published On the
Milwaukee Mayor to Argue Liquor
Planet Mars.
Question With Prohibition
Representatives.
Special Flash Correspondence to The
News.
Milwaukee, Wis., Apru 27. Details
he
second
Santa Fe, N. M., U. S. A.. Earth, have been arranged
'
in the series of three great debates
April 20, 1919
The $200,000 Masonic temple which, on the prohibition question between
was built here a number of years ago Mayor David S. Rose of this city, opIs soon to be completely remodele posing prohibition, and Dr. Samuel
and greatly enlarged. At least three Dickie of Albion college, the accredhundred thousand dollars will be spent ited representative of the National
will
by the Masons In making the change. Prohibition party. The debate
The order in New Mexico has had be held at Orchestra hall, Chicago,
such a - wonderful
and successful Friday night, April 30, and the interest that the Milwaukee debate
growth that the enlarging of the
aroused in every part of the country
orhas
become
in
a necessity
temple
der to keep pace. When the contem- promises to be even greater on this
occasion. The Milwaukee debate in
plated change is completed the temple
will be undoubtedly one of the finest of March resulted in some sharp attacks
its kind in the United States. The on Milwaukee by the Prohibitionist
Masons will hold a grand conclave speaker, and as Mayor Rose is an
here next week and will confer de- ardent defender of the Milwaukee situation, it is probable that the fur
grees on a class of five hundred candi- will
fly in earnest at th& coming dedates. Two conclaves, are being held
bate.
The question will be the same
behere annually and Santa Fe has
as debated at Milwaukee, "Resolved,
come a favorite Mecca for Masons'
That prohibition as applied to the
from all parts.
manufacture, sale and use of intoxiYesterday, three large train loads cating liquor is right," but there will
of apples were shipped from Santa Fe be a
slight change in the speaking
to eastern points. All of the apples
arrangement. Dr. Dickie will lead for
were raised on the ranches near Santa an
hour, Mayor Rose will follow for
Fe. Throughout the entire Territory an
hour, Dr. Dickie will have half an
the- - successful raising of apples has hour for rebuttal
and Mayor Rose
become a feature. Apple tree planting will close with the same time for rewas started here in the Territory on a buttal.:-':
:'...:-:Ivc.
large, scale about nine years ago and
The
will
be
arrangements
seating
every farmer who invested his money the same as during the iMilwaukee dein the planting of apple orchards rebate. The two speakers will pay the
ports unqualified success and states cost of the debate,
each will be allottthat he has made more money than ed 100
and the entire balance
tickets,
ever before. The apple tree seems well of
the seating capacity of Orchestra
adapted to this climate and offers safe hall will be turned over to various
investment when all else fails.
business and commercial orThe Santa Fe Progressive Club, a Chicagd
in proportion to their
ganizations,
booster organization twhlch has been
i;
registered
membership,
sucin existence since 1909, has fust
Milwaukee
At
were
there
nearly
ceeded in raising a fund Of $100,000 to
be used for advertising Santa Fe. 6,000 persons in attendance,' and the
Since the inception of the Progressive Chicago debate promises to attract
even greater attention. ; These deClub, a quietus has been put on all
bates
have been compared to the hisknockers
of
a
result
as
and
species
toric
debates on
between
nearly every citizen has been bend- Abraham Lincoln andslavery A.
DougSteven
ing all efforts for the betterment of
Santa Fe. A large amount of money las, inasmuch as they are between
is spent annually advertising the city the accredited national representatives of the wets and drys of the enthroughout the country. This has tire
country.
brought Santa Fe thousands of tournever
have
otherwise
ists who
might
PLACER GROUND STILL
heard of the old Pueblo.;
Clipped
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VERY PROFITABLE.

Foley's Honey and Tar Is a safeguard against serious results from
spring colds, which inflame the lungs
Avoid
end develop into pneumonia.
counterfeits by Insisting upon having
the genuine Foley's Honey and Tar,
"which contains no harmful drugs.
Sold by all druggists,
.

THE PRICES OF RESIDENCE LOTS RANGE
FROM $75.00 TO $150.00 AND BUSINESS
LOTS FROM $350.00 TO $500-00-

FOR MAPS
AND OTHER

E. P. DAVIES, Agent
of Company.

INFORMATION

: APPLY

The Lots embraced in this offer lie convenient
to the business sectien of the town and to the

demonstrating that the placer ground
though worked more than a half century, is far from "petered out." There
is much activity this season in and
near Elk City, Florence and other
camps in north central Idaho, where
nuggets ranging in value from 25 to
50 cents and some coarse gold were
taken out a few days ago.
Several companies have installed
dredges with which the gold ground
is lifted to scows and there washed
for colors, and this operation has
been so successful that additional machinery will be at work in a short
time. The ground in the old channels
carries values of from eight to 30
cents, a cubic yard, while the cost of
mining it with pipe and giant ranges
from two to five cents. Some of this
ground was worked with rocker,
sluice and shovel 60 years ago, when
clean-upranging from $25,000 to
were not unusual.
Water from the mountain streams
and the snow on the high ranges is
now used with hydraulic apparatus to
tear the pay dirt to bedrock, usually
slate, and the nugets, are found
amofig the boulders and heavy rock.
is
Black sand, carrying platinum,
also found on the lowet strata. The
top coverings are usually clays.
Randall H. Kemp, a veteran miner
of Spokane, who has prospected with
success in various parts of the west,
from the Black Hills to Alaska since
1875, says the time is not far distant
when the placer mines in Idaho will
produce from $2,500,000 to $3,000,000
in gold a season, adding there is no
phase of mining in which the element of chance is reduced to so small
a minimum, lor the reason, that a
miner is able to determine within
a fraction of a dollar the value of
the ground before starting worn.
s

$50,-00-

0

Notice For Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 7159.)
Department of the Interior,
-- U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
v
;
April 26, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Luis
Martinez, of Lamy, N. Mex., who, on
August 4, 1903, made Homestead EnW 2
SW
try No.' 7159, for E
BE
Range 11 E, N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final five year proof, to establish clainl
to the land above described, before
the Register and Receiver, at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 16th day of June,
1-- 2

-

s

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
:

There are absolutely no restrictions as to the
class of building one shall erect nor the kind of
business one shall engage in.

Depot and other Railroad buildings.

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A DUNLAVY,

FOR FURTHER

The Opening of the "CUT OFF" for through
traffic to the Coast has created a DEMAND
FOR HOUSES.

1--

1--

1909.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Teofllo Herrera, Marcelino Garcifi
Spokane, Wash.,. April 27. Placer Augustin Gonzales, Jose Maria Apoda- miners operating on the bid channels ca, of Lamy, N. M.
In northern and central Idaho, southMANUEL R. OTERO,
ern Oregon, northern California and
Register.
other parts of the Pacific slope will
make a cleanup of from $4,500,000 to
If you wan: anything oa earth trV
$5,000,000 in goid this season,
thus a New Mexican want "ad."

ADDRESS

The Belen Town
& Improvement Co.

DEFINITION OF GRAFT.
Spokane, Wash., April 27 "Graft"
are two
and "gross misdemeanor"
words that have crept into the legal
language of the State of Washington,
both being incorporated in a section
of the new criminal code, which will
become effective on June 12. The
section defines what constitutes graft.
It applies to all administrative, executive, judicial or legislative officers,
as to any person giving or promising
any compensation, reward or gratuity
to influence any public official, directly or indirectly to refuse, neglect or
defer the performance of any public
duty. "Gross misdemeanor' is a new
classification of crime in the state of
Washington. It is defined as every
crime not covered in the definition of
a felony or a misdemeanor, and the
0
penalty is a fine of not more than
or imprisonment in the county jail
for not more than a year, or both.
$1,-00-

We often wonder how any person
can be persuaded into taking anything
but Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs,
Do not be
colds and lung trouble.
fooled into accepting "own make" or
other substitutes. The genuine contains no harmful drugs and is in a
Sold by all
yellow package.

OLD MAN BECOMES CITIZEN.
Spokane, Wash., April 27. Ernst
Metz, 83 years of age, living with his
son at Post Falls, Idaho, who immi-

grated to the United States from Germany in 1851, two years after which
he declared his intention of becom-

WAJiTS
'

A few furnished rooms for
114 Cerrillos street.

rent

Rheumatic Pains Relieved.
Mr. Thos. Stenton, postmaster of
Tontypool, Ont., writes: "For the past
eight years I suffered from rheumatic
pains, and during that time I used
many different liniments and reme
dies for the cure of rheumatism. Last
summer I procured a bottle of
Pain Balm and got more re
lief from it than anything I have ever
and cheerfully recommend this
liniment to all sufferer sfrom rheumatic pains." For sale by all
Cham--berlain-

FOR RENT Furnished room, gentleman preferred. 207 Johnson St.

,

FOR SALE Good
upright piano
nquire at Wagner Furniture companj
store.

If you want anything on earth
New Mexican want "ad."
a
Three rooms for light
a
unfurnished $10

FOR REXT
housekeeping,
month, desirable locality.

WANTED
Furnished rooms for
light house keeping. Close in and
reasonable.
Fe, N. M.

Address

CLERK WANTED

Box 354

In

a

Santa

general

store, must be a good salesman and
understand English and Spanish. Inquire at this office.
WANTED Intelligent
man
or
woman to take territory and appoint
canvassers to sell our water filters.
Exclusive territory, and nice, profitable work for the right party. Seneca Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.
ONLY REAL TRADE SCHOOL IN
THE WORLD. Enrollment 200. $20.- 000. Contract work being done in
Plumbing,
Electricitv.
Bricklaying,
Advanced students earn wages while
UNION
learning. Free catalogue.
TRADE SCHOOL AND CONTRACT
ING CO., 120 East Ninth, Los Angeles.

ing one of Uncle Sam's family, was
granted final papers in the United
States court for the district of Eastern Washington here, a few days ago,
when he stood before Judge Edward
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Whitson and took the oath which
(Forest Reserve. Not Coal Land.)
citizen. When
made him
Department of the Interior,
Mr. Metz came to the country there
United States Land Office,
was a ruling regarding aliens becomSanta Fe, N. M., April 10, 1909.
ing citizens and he was given the right
Notice Is hereby given that Lucian- to vote; and he has exercised the franchise since 1853. Though living in ita Ribera, of Pecos, N. M., who on
country districts most of the time, he March 11, 1904, made Homestead En
of S. W.
never missed the opportunity to cast try No. 7S43 for the S.
of N. E.
his ballot, but the necessity of taking 4 of Section 27, S. E.
out papers did not occur to him until and N E. 4 of S. E. 4 of Section
a short time ago. He took up a home- 28, Township 17 N.. Range 12 E.,
stead after celebrating the 80th an- N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
r
prdof,
niversary of his birth, and has now intention to make final
made final proof and,, received his to establish claim to the land above
described, before the register and repatent. ; '
ceiver of the U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., on June. 7, 1909.
For Constipation.
Mr. L. H. Farnham, a prominent
Claimant names as witnesses: Cres-tinRibera, Pablo Gonzales, Toribio
diugglst of Spirit Lake, Iowa, says:
'Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Gonzales and Enrlques Ribera, all of
Tablets are certainly the best thing Pecos, N. M.
on the market for constipation.'" Give
MANUEL R. OTERO,
these tablets a trial. You are certain
Register.
to find them agreeable and pleasant
ir. effect.
Price, 25 cents. Samples
If you want anything on earth try
free. For sale by all druggists.
a New Mexican want "ad."

CALIFORNIA

EXCURSIONS
LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO

$35.20
SAN FRANCISCO

$45.20

d

May 6 to 13

June 1 & 2
June 24 to July

.

10

July 27 to Aug. 6

Return liinit Oct,

31. 1909

1-- 2

1--

1-- 4

1--

's

1-- 4

Stop-over-

s

Allowed

1--

five-yea-

o

"Santa Fe

ALL

THE

W

FOR

HJRTHER
INFORMATION,
RATES FOR DIVERSE
ROUTES,
etc., 'CALL ON OR ADDRESS

H. S. Lutz,
Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

try

VW'-JT-
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Personal Mention
PHONE

PHONE

(Continued

NO. 92.

NO. 92.

ALL KINDS
OF

FRESH VEGETABLES

-

EGGS

HI

PHONE
NO. 92.

2 Doz for 45c.
MARKET

From Page Five.)

Attorney Charles C. Catron was a
visitor iu Albuquerque yesterday.
Lee Williams, district forest ranger at tiiorieta, is in town on business
with Ross McMillan, forest supervisor.
H. P. Bardshar, Internal revenue
collector, left yesterday evening for
Roswell where he goes to testify as
a witness.
Charles B. Rumsey leaves tonight
on a trip to Espanola to look after
certain telephone work connected
with the forest service,
L.F.
Marsh, federal sheep inspector, has just returned from an
official trip to Antonito where
he
inspected a large number of sheep.
Reverend Roscoe A. Claybourne
who has had charge of Holy Faith
church (Episcopal)' In the absence of
Rev. W. R. Dye, will leave Santa Fe
on next Wednesday for his charge at
Colorado Springs. No announcement
has yet been made as to who will
take his place pending the return of
the regular pastor, Rev. W. R. Dye
who is expected home shortly.

MYWABD'S MARKET

I 2 Doz. for 45c.

PHONE
NO. 92.

MlMHD PITV THDIPC
i

CASH

4

No

a minurv

No.
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CRACKER JACK BUILDING BOOM.

MASONS TAKE

HENEY BREAKS

IN THE SIGHTS

OUT AGAIN
Makes Spectacular Harrangue in Court
In Trial of Patrick Calhoun
For Bribery.
San Francisco, April 27. "I never
take notice of the barking of a cur,"
said Francis J. Honey to .Lewis Bylng-toin the trial of Patrick Calhoun,
president of the United Railways, on
the charge of attempted bribery, this
morning of Byington, one of the at
torneys for the defense. "I may be
a cur,' replied Byington, "but not a
trailing dog.' Judge Lawler interfered
here and warned the combatants
against such language. Heney, rising
to his feet, said, "I have heretofore
notified the court I do not Intend to be
assailed by any person engaged in this
case. I stood it for months when opposed by Henry Achs, and so help me
Cod, I will not stand it again. I shall
not play the baby and appeal to the
court for protection because I conceive
it the courts' duty to intervene when
these attacks are instituted. I serve
notice again that my character must
not be assailed until we come to arguments to the jury when you are at
liberty to say anything you please."
The outburst is the first that has occurred in several days.
n

H. D. MAYNARD
FOUND GUILTY

This

(Continued From Page One)

Morning Was Spent In Enjoythe Many Attractions of
Santa Fe.

thousand dollar hotel have been received by those who are pushing the
project and it will not be long uet'ore
actual work will be begun. Dr. John
No degree work was gone through P. Wagner who is at the heiwl of the
with this morning and instead the can- matter will leave shortly for the
didates for further Masonic honors em- east to look after important matters
ployed the recess to advantage taking connected with the erection of the
In the sights in and about Santa Fe, hotel.
A prize uas been offered to
ibis afternoon the work starting with the one suggesting a suitable nuine
tne tmeentn degree will be resumed for the new hotel. The hotel is to
and will be continued this evening. It be in mission style and will be three
is expected that all the work will be stories
high and nearly every room
finished by tomorrow afternoon, after will he connected with a bath. All
which the big banquet will be held.
modern conveniences are to be proThe Aztlan Chapter of Rose Croix vided and many novel features inNo, 1 will confer the degrees from stalled.
the fifteenth to the eighteenth with
Work on the fine new $30,000 court
Nathan Jaffa as Wise Master. These house will be started
early next month
degrees consist of the Historical and and the contract will be let by the
Religious degrees as follows: Knight county commissioners this week.
of the East, 15 Dg.; Prince of JeruOffice and other buildings will be
salem, 16 Dg.; Knight of the East and constructed at a cost of $50,000 at
West, 17 Dg.; Knight of Rose Croix, the U. S. Indian Industrial School In
18 Dg.
this city and bids have been asked
The Coronado Council of Kadosh No. for by the government to be
opened
will confer the degrees from the( in a few days.
Altogether half a mil-'t- h
to the 30th, this being all that lion dollars will be snent this vear nn
will be done until tomorrow when the building
operations in Santa Fe
31st and 32d degrees will be worked.
Beside the great amount, nf 'now
degrees from the 19th to the building going on. much Imnrovp.
30th are known as the Philosophical ment is being made on old structm.
and Chivalric degrees as follows: L. O. Moore of the lnmi nm
la
Pontiff, 19 Dg.; Master of Symbolic having his house renovated as is
Lodge, 20 Dg.; Noachite or Prussian David S. Lowitzki who
recently
Knight, 21 Dg.; Prince of Libanus, bought the Reingardt residence on
22 Dg.; Chief of the Tabernacle,
23 Washington
avenue.
Improvements
24 are also being made on the rear
Dg.; Prince of the Tabernacle,
porDg.; Knight of the Brazen Serpent, tion of the Laughlin
and
building
25 Dg.; Prince of Mercy, 26 Dg.; workmen have
just finished work on
Knight Commander of the Temple, the Delgado building on San Fran27 Dg.; Knight of the Sun or Prince cisco street.
Adept, 28 Dg.; Scottish Knight of St.
Andrew, 29 Dg.; Knight of Kadosh,
ing

,

Try our ground alfalfa meal. Best
chicken feed or earth. Leo Hersch,
Las Cruces, N. M., April 27. The
Sun Francisco Street.
jury in the case of the United States
FOR RENT Modern brick house. versus Highland D. Maynard, chargg
Chapelle street. C. A. Biahop.
ed with bribing immigration officials
Santa Fe Presbytery The Santa in connection with the smuggling of
Fe Presbytery convened today at Chi Chinese. into the United States re
mayo, northern Santa Fe County, turned a verdict of guilty last evening.
Rev. J. W. Purcell of the Presbyterian
The federal grand jury has brought
church of this city, is the moderator. in a true bill against C. T. Grappen-gater- , 30 Dg.
This morning a party of Masons
One of the matters to come up is the
storekeeper for the Santa Fe
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
transfer or Mr. Purcell from the Santa at San Marcial, for perjury. He was from Roswell, accompanied by Gover
New York, April 27. Amalgamated
Fe Presbytery to an Arkansas Pres- immediately arraigned and pleaded nor Curry, took an automobile trip to
Atchison 1.08
bytery, the congregation having ac- not guilty. This charge arose out of the Indian pueblo at Tesquue. Here the 75
preferred
N. Y. Central 1.29
party spent the greater part of the 1.03
So.
cepted his resignation as its pastor.
his testimony in the Maynard case.
U. P. 4.8G
Perfect Days These are perfect
hours morning viewing the unique sights. Pac. 1.43
steel 53
Within the last twenty-fou- r
April, not June days, althougn June important facts have come to light, Captain J. S. Lea of Roswell appreferred 1.14
and see how much less you spetid and how
will bring just as perfect days. Yes- and the
MONEY AND METALS.
much more you get for what you do spend
grand jury has been kept in peared particularly interested, especNew York, April 27. Call money
terday the maximum temperature in session and several startling disclos ially in the old church. Desiring to
the shade was 66 degrees. Last ures are expected within the next ascertain the age of the edifice he de- 1
Mexiprime paper 3
cided to climb up into the belfry and can dollars 44.
night the lowest temperature was 38 forty-eigh- t
hours.
see if the bells did not bear a date.
St. Louis, April 27. Lead firm $4.15;
Belle Spring Creamery Butter 2 lbs for
degrees. The relative humidity at 6
t(j
o'clock last evening was only 21 per
After reaching the belfry by means of spelter lower, $4.90.
cent. For tomorrow fair weather is FIRE AT SOCORRO
New York, April ' 27. Lead steady
the ladder leading up, it was not long
New Texas Cabbage per lb
cooler
in
to
weather
the
predicted but
copper dull 12
THIS MORNING before he started ring the two bells $4.204.25;
southeast portion of the Territory. '
which were hanging there. The noise Silver 52
Fresh Florida Tomatoes 2 lbs for
Many Approach Hymen's Altar The
Fire early this morning destroyed soon brought an Indian running upon
GRAIN, LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
Bananas per doz
probate clerk has issued the follow- the residence of District Attorney the scene. The new comer appeared to
Chicago, 111., April 27. Wheat May
s
ing marriage licenses: Henry Fritz-ge- John E. Griffith at Socorro, inflicting,a be in authority and to the surprise of 121 ; July 108
of Silverton,
3 cans standard corn
and loss of $3,000. For a time the fire the onlooking party, climbed up the"
Colorado,
Corn May 711-25-July 691-8- .
Friedo Dietzel of Santa Fe; Leandro
Oats May 561-8l-threatened nearby residences and ex ladder, loading to the belfry, and
July 49
Maestasf and Isabel Lopez of Santa citement ran
3 bars sapolio
Pork May $17,821-2- ;
high. Several women which was the sole means of gaining
July $18.-0Cruz; M. V. Dunning of Stanley and fainted. All the furniture was moved entrance or exit from the belfry.
,
Cora A. Garber of Denver; Ramon out of the Griffith residence. The fire Reaching the top he perched himself
2 lbs Barrington hall coffee
;Lard May $10.35; ' July $10.50.
Alarid and Luisita Real of Santa Fe; started from a defective flue..
on the top round of the ladder and
Ribs May $91-2- ;
July $9,871-2- .
Frael Romero and Maria Onofre
calmly informed Mr. Lea that he could
,
Oranges per doz 20 cts to
WOOL
MARKET.
Baca of Santa Fe; Ramona Lucero
not come down unless he paid two dol
St. Louis, April 27. Wool firm and
The only complete line of
and Natividad Barbero of Santa Fe.' RAILROAD STRIKE
lars for having rang the bells. Lea
unchanged.
BAKERY
and
VEGETABLES
GROCERIES
course protested and for fifteen min
Big Medal Contest Friday.
IN MEXICO of
LIVE STOCK.
Fish every Friday
The Medal Contest of the W. C. T.
utes or more ensued a wrangle be
Products in the Citv
Chicago,
April 27.Cattle receipts,
U. will be held Friday evening at the
tween himself and the inexorable In
AND DONT FORGET that we handle all
1500; market steadv
El Paso, Texas, April 21. A gen
Roovoo
- v.
i
vu
of the
rest
In
dian.
time
mean
the
the
opera house, Beside the speaking Miss
kinds of hay, grain and feed
walkout of conductors on the
0' Jexas
West
M05.50;
at
Hazel Sparks and A. J. Teare will sing eral
the
were enjoying themselves
f
National lines of Mexico has been de party
"
stackers
'
and
Four
was
ladies
made
will
who
a
Lea
of
No.
young
Japexpense
the1,
.
present
Phone
4.
-cided upon according to railroad men
Phone No. 4.
w,
anese specialty and moving pictures
Tu.iviyu.uu, cows neuers, fa
chaff tnj
natured
of
butt
much
good
from El Paso into Mexico
5.80; calves, $4.506.00.
will be shown, making a long enter- running
that the Indian
of the National lines Finally realizing
The
management
Hogs Receipts, 9,000; market five
tainment. The admission price will has
meant business and that argumlnt
refused to remove inspectors
be 20 cents for adults and 10 cents
would be merely thrown to the winds, cents higher. Light, $G.857.25; mixwhose presence is objected to.
for children. Reserved seats will be
Lea put his hands in his pockets only ed, $6.9507.40;
heavy, $6.957.40;
30 cents and they can be reserved at
to find that he had come away without rough, $6.957.10; pigs, $5.70C.75;
his pocket book. His request for a bulk of sales. $7.207.35.
Fisher Drug Co., beginning WednesSheep
Receipts 13,000; market
loan from his friends merely brought
day morning.
Westand more strong. Natives, $3.606.00;
Last week's pictures at the opera
forth a chorus of haw-haw- s
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
TODAY'S GAMES.
ern,
when
house were good, last night's change
the
friends
$3.606.00;
$6.00
However,
yearlings,
joshing.
$4.50 per ton
was still better. The "Edison" feature
had decided that 6.80;; lambs, $5.508.25;
of the
Western,
Screened Raton Lump
Philadel they had sufficient fun at the expense $5.508.45.
American Washington ;
, ,
Santa
this time is "An Unexpected
"
5.25
JHonero
of their unfortunate brother, the necKansas City, April 27. Cattle ReClaus," and everybody can appreciate phia postponed, rain.
"
Cleveland: Detroit, rain.
6.00
the situation when the old gentleman's
Cerrillos
essary two dollars were quickly forth- ceipts, 8000, Including 300 Southerns;
National Chicago, Cincinnati, rain coming, the Indian paid and Lea de- market
wife acts as Santa Claus' and catches
steady. Native steers, $4.80
HOW THEY STAND.
scended a gladder but a wiser man. It 6.60; Southern steers, $4.506.25;
him giving presents to the "Gayety
s
Sawed Wood and Kindling
Anthracite1 Coal all sizes
National League.
Girls.' The others are "The Inn," a
is reported that on the home trip he Southern cows, $2.755.00;
native
All Kinds of Steam Coal.
(j
Won. Lost, P.C kept reciting under his breath, "Cur- coW heifers,
Smithing Coal
stockers and
Spanish bandit story. "The Jealous
$2.605.90;
3
5
.625 few Shall Not
Old Maid," "The Starving Artist" and Boston
Ring Tonight."
feeders, $3.755.60; bulls, $3.405.20;
4
6
.600
"The Gypsy's Warning." These are Chicago
calves, 53.506.25;" Western steers,
5
7
.583
all American films. The song is "When Cincinnati
$4.806.30; Western ..cows, $3.75
MINER
ORGAN
Phone No. 86, Office Garfield Avenue,
Near A. T., 4 0. F. Depot
4
3
.571
. .
5.25.
the Harvest Days are Over Jessie Philadelphia
, . v;. ....
.500
5
'...5
BITTEN BY COfOTE Hogs Receipts "ifi.OOO; market
Dear." Everyone should go and see Pittsburg
4
3
.429
New York
this show tonight.
strong to 5 cents higher. Bulk of
3
.375
5
A quiet wedding Brooklyn
Dunning-Garbe- r
Hurrying to Austin, Texas, for Treat- sales, $6.707.2fl; heavy "$7.007.25;
4
.333
8
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